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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Action Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVE</td>
<td>Cave Automatic Virtual Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI</td>
<td>Computer Graphics Imagery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACS</td>
<td>Facial Action Coding System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fNIR</td>
<td>Functional near-infrared spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>Field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Human Computer Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>Head mounted display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICVE</td>
<td>Immersive collaborative virtual environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCAP</td>
<td>Motion Capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mixed Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>Non-player character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVB</td>
<td>Non-verbal behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVC</td>
<td>Non-verbal communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTAVE</td>
<td>Reconfigurable octagonal projection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Virtual Environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two Dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three Dimensional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

This thesis investigates what aspects of realism and faithfulness are relevant to supporting non-verbal communication through visual mediums. The mediums examined are 2D video, 3D computer graphics and video based 3D reconstruction. The latter is 3D CGI derived from multiple streams of 2D video. People’s ability to identify behaviour of primates through gross non-verbal communication is compared across 2D video and 3D CGI. Findings suggest 3D CGI performs equally well to 2D video for the identification of gross non-verbal behaviour, however user feedback points to a lack of understanding of intent. Secondly, ability to detect truthfulness in humans across 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction mediums is examined. Effort of doing this is measured by studying changes in level of oxygenation to the prefrontal cortex. Discussion links to the literature to propose that tendency to over trust is inversely proportional to the range of non-verbal resources communicated through a medium. It is suggested that perhaps this is because “tells” are hidden. The third study identifies that video based 3D reconstruction can successfully illustrate subtle facial muscle movements on a par with 2D video, but does identify issues with the display of lower facial detail, due to a reconstruction error called droop. It is hoped that the combination of these strands of research will help users, and application developers, make more informed decisions when selecting which type of virtual character to implement for a particular application therefore contributing to the fields of virtual characters and virtual environments/serious gaming, by giving readers a greater understanding of virtual characters ability to convey non-verbal behaviour.
1 Chapter 1 - Method

1.1 Introduction

This PhD initially started in order to examine the use of virtual reality to represent animal behaviour, in particular, Chimpanzee behaviour. However, part way through the study it was realised that capturing more subtle behaviour, such as facial expressions, where markers need to be applied to the face, or a subject needs to be put within a capture volume are not viable for animal welfare and safety reasons. As a result of this, it was decided to switch focus to human behaviour for the latter sections of this research which involved more subtle non-verbal behaviour. Due to similarities in Chimpanzee and human facial musculature, it is suggested that if the quality of virtual character facial expression is sufficient for human representation, then it should illustrate the concept for Chimpanzees. An additional benefit of expanding the study to cover human behaviour was that it makes the PhD more interesting to a wider audience, to those in academic fields and to developers. The resultant PhD is multidisciplinary and draws upon the areas of virtual environments (VE), serious games, animal behaviour and human behaviour.

In Virtual Reality (VR), the quality of virtual characters can be measured using scales such as realism and believability. Realism can be broken down into several sections: visual, behavioural, acoustic, smell and haptic. This study focused on visual and behavioural realism and its impact on the identification and interpretation of non-verbal behaviour, with the aim of investigating what this researcher will term ‘relevant realism’. If it is possible to identify the optimal level of visual and behavioural realism for the identification and
interpretation of behaviour, characters will be believable, fit for purpose, and more cost effective to produce.

Virtual reality can induce realistic reactions in people through providing simulation that is believable, without needing it to be realistic. However, while believability might be sufficient in a game, would a lack of visual and behavioural realism impact on meaning in real conversations and more serious applications, and thus on trust? Compelling experimental environments and CGI videos depicting behaviours have been created to test hypotheses. The first stage of this research examined gross full body movements in Chimpanzees, the second the more subtle facial expressions in humans.

It is known that VR is capable of providing believable simulations and that users can be represented as avatars. However, in many past studies into immersive collaborative virtual environments (ICVE), these avatars have traditionally been constructed of separate body parts and have offered a limited range of behaviour, often limited to head and hand tracking which could be hindered by tracking issues. Game engines have improved things somewhat by allowing researchers to utilise more realistic full body avatars. A single mesh represents the character and it is rigged with a skeleton which is used to deform the mesh and allow more realistic animations. However, it is challenging to simultaneously capture full body and more subtle facial movements together. The evolution of video-based reconstruction offers solutions to some of these problems allowing the capture of both full body and facial animations. This research explores these mediums and their ability to convey non-verbal behaviour. It is important to be able to identify a behaviour, but it is equally necessary to identify the intent behind it. Depending on the application required? varying levels of realism and believability are required to make an agent or avatar fit for purpose.
1.2 Challenge

The main challenge of this research is to explore where visual qualities impact on perceived behavioural realism and interpretation of meaning.

1.3 Scope

This PhD began by surveying the literature on social agents and virtual characters and examining studies of social interactions between animals, between animals and humans, and between humans. The aim of this thesis was to investigate what aspects of realism and faithfulness are relevant in supporting non-verbal communication through visual mediums. In order to explore this it was necessary to break behaviour down into smaller portions, allowing the study of the identification of gross full body movements, subtle body movements such as facial expressions, and the intent or meaning derived from their identification. This thesis examines both virtual animals and virtual humans and thus contributes information that will be of use to both fields.

For the first stage of the study a prototype was developed that used motion tracking to capture full body animal behaviour (Chimpanzee) for the experimental environment. Virtual characters were created and brought to life through interactive behavioural animation, then placed in a virtual environment. Following this, the focus switched to more subtle human behaviour with facial movements being captured using video-based reconstruction, allowing studies of subtle avatar representations of facial behaviour. Evaluation included both subjective and objective measurements of participants identifying behaviour. The identification and interpretation of behaviour afforded by the simulation was compared to
that of a 2D video medium in an effort to identify levels of relevant realism. Fig. 1 illustrates the intersection of visual and behavioural realism, indicating the scope of this research.

![Fig. 1. Identifies the intersection of visual and behavioural realism and indicates the scope of the research.](image)

1.4 Approach

This research began with a literature survey identifying gaps in knowledge. A series of experiments were then designed with the aim of adding knowledge in these areas. Finally, the results are discussed, conclusions made and potential future work outlined.

1.5 Research problem

How is the identification and interpretation of behaviour impacted by differences in visual and behavioural realism across 2D video and 3D media?
1.6 Research Questions

The following research questions have been designed to build upon one another in order to explore the identification and interpretation of behaviour through virtual characters.

1. How does the visual quality of CGI and video impact on the identification of gross non-verbal behaviour in Virtual Chimpanzees?

2. How do the visual qualities of video-based 3D reconstruction and 2D video impact upon trust during lie detection and upon cognitive effort while doing so?

3. How do the visual qualities of video-based 3D reconstruction and 2D video affect the recognition of human facial expressions?

1.7 Experiments

1. **How does the visual quality of CGI and video impact on identification of gross non-verbal behaviour in Virtual Chimpanzees?**

   When exploring the use of virtual environments, researchers often become interested in interaction and ignore the other components of the environment, thus little research has been conducted simply comparing the visual variables. The aim of this part of the study was to remove all interaction and look at how virtual environments, as a purely visual medium, compare with video for the identification of gross full body Chimpanzee behaviour.
2. **How do the visual qualities of video based 3D reconstruction and 2D video impact upon trust during lie detection and upon cognitive effort while doing so?**

   Is trust impacted by the visual differences of 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed avatars, and what is the effect on cognitive effort? This has implications for many applications that use avatars, such as educational virtual environments and social media.

3. **How do the visual qualities of video based 3D reconstruction and 2D video affect the recognition of human facial expressions?**

   Building on the data set from experiment two, this is a study of how a video based 3D reconstructed avatar representation impacts on the recognition of facial expressions. Can a 3D reconstructed video faithfully convey facial information as well as a video. Is it close enough for it to be a useful training tool? A high percentage of behaviour is non-verbal, so if virtual characters do not portray these behaviours adequately are they yet fit for purpose?

### 1.8 Contributions

There has been much research into the realism of virtual characters. In this thesis the focus has been on the identification and interpretation of non-verbal behaviour through video and 3D mediums examining both gross full body behaviour and more subtle facial movements. Video based 3D reconstruction gives a new and exciting approach to character creation allowing the fluid capture of both full body and more subtle non-verbal behaviour through simultaneously capturing the geometry and textural information of a form. Authored CGI and video based 3D reconstructed avatars have been studied to better understand their
qualities, strengths and weaknesses. The overall contribution to science from this research is adding knowledge to the area of virtual characters and, in particular, their ability to portray non-verbal behaviour, examining how such representation impacts on behaviour identification and on our understanding of the meaning behind them.

### 1.8.1 Primary Contributions

1. The first contribution was the undertaking of a new literature survey identifying the following gaps in knowledge:

   i. Identifying a possible trend/opportunity across the literature that suggests that zoos need a better way to inform visitors about animal behaviour thus contributing to serious gaming and conservation education.

   ii. Identifying a possible gap and opportunity in the literature that suggests that zoologists would benefit from better ways of learning about animal behaviour.

   iii. Identifying a possible trend across the literature that suggests that reproducing facial expressions reduces the tendency of observers to over trust. However, the researcher could only identify a limited number of studies in this area, so more work would be needed to confirm this.

2. The second contribution was demonstrating that CGI with low level non-verbal behaviour was sufficient for the identification of gross NVB on a par with video.
3. The third contribution was identifying a possible issue with the identification of behavioural intent due to a lack of subtle NVB.

4. The fourth contribution was demonstrating, through an experiment, that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of deceit.

5. The fifth contribution was showing, through an experiment, that participants work equally hard when detecting deceit through a 3D reconstructed medium and video conferencing.

6. The sixth contribution was linking the above two contributions (contributions four and five) to provide additional evidence to support the above trend.

7. The seventh contribution of this work was to demonstrate that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of facial muscle movements.

1.8.2 Methodological Contributions

1. Methodological contribution – Motion tracking of a zoo keeper mimicking primate behaviour.

2. Locking and matching viewpoints to allow an exact contrast of visual quality without the distraction of interaction.
3. Experimental setup for simultaneously capturing 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed video for contrast purposes.

4. The use of fNIRS to compare cognitive effort during the detection of truths in 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction for contrast purposes.

5. The use of facial action coding to measure the quality of video based 3D reconstruction when compared to 2D video.

1.9 Impact

This thesis builds upon research at The University of Salford conducted by the VR and Telepresence group led by Professor David Roberts. Utilising the video based 3D reconstruction system developed and refined by a series of researchers, it is hoped that experiments reported in this thesis will feed back into the future development of this system, improving quality and usability, while demonstrating its potential for application in other academic disciplines and commercial activities.

The first experiment of this research illustrated that authored abstract 3D avatars are capable of displaying gross non-verbal behaviour on a par with video but suggests that, while this is possible, it is difficult for users to gauge intent due to a lack of subtle behaviours. In the second experiment, a comparison of video and video based 3D reconstruction was conducted during the identification of truths. There was no significant difference between identification across the two media. In addition, it could be seen that the visual differences between the media do not alter how hard the viewer works when identifying truths. Comparison with the literature suggests that selecting an avatar with less behavioural facial detail could possibly effect truth bias, yet, due to the relatively small number of studies, more work would be
needed to prove this. However, if it is true, it has implications for serious applications and social media. The third experiment of the research showed that video based 3D reconstruction could display facial muscle movements on a par with video with the exception of lower facial action units.

These findings suggest that, for applications where avatar mediated social interaction is required, developers may need to devote more thought to matching behavioural realism to application. If a user selects an avatar that is unable to display subtle non-verbal behaviour, then other users may find it difficult to identify the intent of their actions. Viewers of avatars, or indeed agents, may assume they are getting all the relevant communication from the character when, in essence, they may be getting a poker face in all situations. This research is also of interest to the VR, gaming and serious gaming community where developers may be deciding how much time, effort and detail to put into characters. This study helps them to identify that time spent selecting the correct level of relevant realism will ensure that their characters depict all the information needed to provide believability for a particular task, therefore assisting in meeting their learning outcomes whilst not wasting time on unnecessary behavioural detail.

It is hoped that this research will aid developers and users of virtual characters by illustrating that it is not necessarily enough to simply be able to identify behaviour. The research suggests it is equally important to be able to understand intent. In addition, the research highlights some strengths and weaknesses of abstract and video based 3D reconstructed avatars. It is again hoped that this may help developers and users choose the correct medium.
The thesis could be of interest to VR researchers, psychologists, criminologists or behavioural therapists interested in using or studying various 3D media's ability to convey non-verbal behaviour. Potential application areas include a procedural trainer for people working with animals, an educational tool used for conservation education, a teaching aid for social literacy and a procedural trainer for law enforcement and security personnel.

1.10 Publications

   (Presented at Games and Learning Alliance (GALA) 2015, to be published in Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science)

2. Removing the mask - do people over trust avatars reconstructed from video? (Under Review, first Author.)

3. A Mixed Reality Telepresence System for Collaborative Space Operation (Under Review, Second Author.)

4. withyou—An Experimental End-to-End Telepresence System Using Video-Based Reconstruction (IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing, Third Author.)

1.11 Overview of thesis

1.11.1 Research Question - How does the visual quality of CGI and video impact on identification of gross non-verbal behaviour in Virtual Chimpanzees?
**Contribution**

1. The first primary contribution was in identifying a possible trend across the literature that suggests that zoos need a better way of informing visitors about animal behaviour, contributing to conservation education.

2. The second was identifying a possible gap in the literature that suggests that zoologists would benefit from a better way of learning about animal behaviour.

3. The third contribution was demonstrating that CGI with low level NVB is sufficient for the identification of gross NVB on a par with video.

4. The fourth contribution was identifying a possible issue with the identification of behavioural intent due to a lack of subtle NVB.

Methodological contribution – Motion tracking a zoo keeper to mimic primate behaviour.

**Publication**

A comparison of Video and CGI for the identification of Chimpanzee Behaviour.

(Presented at GALA 2015, to be published in Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science)

**Chapter**

*Chapter 3 - Experiment 1: Gross behaviour identification – A comparison of Video and CGI for the identification of Chimpanzee behaviour. Page 82.*

1.11.2 **Research Question** - How do the visual qualities of video based 3D reconstruction and 2D video impact upon trust during lie detection and upon cognitive effort while doing so?
Contribution

1. The first contribution was demonstrating, through an experiment, that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in overall portrayal of deceit.

2. The second contribution was showing, through an experiment, that participants work equally hard when detecting deceit through a 3D reconstructed medium and video conferencing.

3. The third contribution was linking the above two contributions to provide additional evidence to support the above trend.

4. The first methodological contribution was locking and matching viewpoint to allow an exact contrast of visual quality without the distraction of interaction.

5. The second methodological contribution was the experimental setup for simultaneously capturing 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed video for contrast purposes.

6. The third methodological contribution was the use of fNIR to compare cognitive effort during the detection of truths in 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction for contrast purposes.

Publication

Removing the mask - do people over trust avatars reconstructed from video? (Under Review, first Author.)

Chapter

Chapter 4 - Experiment 2: Lie detection – A comparison of video and 3D video for detection of deception. Page 104.
1.11.3 **Research Question** - How do the visual qualities of video based 3D reconstruction and 2D video affect the recognition of human facial expressions?

**Contribution**

1. The primary contribution of this work was demonstrating that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of facial muscle movements.

2. The methodological contribution was the use of facial action coding to measure the quality of video based 3D reconstruction when compared to 2D video.

**Publication**

Removing the mask - do people over trust avatars reconstructed from video? (Under Review, first Author.)

withyou—An Experimental End-to-End Telepresence System Using Video-Based Reconstruction (IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing, Third Author.)

**Chapter**

*Chapter 5 - Experiment 3: Facial Action Coding – A comparison of video frames and 3d video frames for quality of facial features and expressions. Page 127.*
2 Chapter 2 - Literature review

2.1 Methodology

This study is multidisciplinary and draws upon knowledge from several different areas including virtual reality, serious games, animal behaviour and human behaviour. The Venn diagram (Fig. 2) below illustrates the split between these subjects and where they overlap.

![Venn diagram showing spread of literature. (Total = 209)](VennDiagram.png)

Fig. 2. Venn diagram showing indication of spread of reading and the number of citations in each area.
2.1.1 Types of searches

The literature review was constructed from many sources including books, journals, conference papers, expert interviews and video footage. These sources were located using library resources, online searches and interviews.

2.1.2 Aim

The aim of the review was to survey the literature on social agents and virtual humans, look at the studies on social interactions between animals, animals and humans, and between humans, examining virtual characters’ current ability to portray non-verbal behaviour, and to identify gaps in knowledge where further research is required.

2.1.3 Scope

In order to develop an overall understanding of virtual characters, this review will be split into four areas:

i. The first area will introduce virtual reality (VR) and its background. VR, or a virtual environment (VE), is the habitat of virtual characters. It is important to understand its composition in order to create virtual characters that can fit and function within it. Within this section various VR hardware and display systems will be discussed, with a view to understanding their ability to display VEs. Including their ability to track and display user behaviour and problems that can arise when doing this.
ii. The second area of the review will cover serious games (educational virtual environments), an area that is growing in popularity. It is here that the full repertoire of a virtual character’s functionality may be of most use. Developers and researchers often employ virtual characters in roles such as teaching, guidance or storytelling.

iii. The third area of this review will concentrate on animal behaviour with an emphasis on NVB, focusing on Chimpanzees and, finally, on exploring virtual animals.

iv. The final area covered within the review will be human behaviour and virtual characters, exploring types of non-verbal behaviour (NVB) that could be incorporated into virtual character design, examining how virtual characters are made, what they can do and where improvements could be made.

This thesis was initially going to focus primarily on primate behaviour, in particular on Chimpanzees. However as it developed, it became apparent that expanding the focus to include human behaviour allowed the study of not only more subtle behaviours, but also the examination of new, emerging virtual character technologies and techniques, such as video based 3D reconstruction.

2.2 Virtual Reality (VR)

2.2.1 Overview

The first recorded use of the term virtual reality was by Jaron Lanier (Conn et al., 1989). There are now many definitions of VR, one such being the Oxford Dictionary definition which is “The computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image or environment that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way by a person using special
electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside or gloves fitted with sensors” (oxforddictionaries.com). Steuer suggests that people often talk about VR in a similar manner to a television or telephone, concentrating on the hardware such as head mounted displays (HMD) and tracking systems rather than on user experience (Steuer, 1992). This is a valid point. In computer gaming it is only since the emergence of the commercial HMDs that people have started talking about VR games. However, the only thing that has changed is the display technology, as the majority of the development remains the same. The term VR has been defined many ways by different academics, the standpoint of this thesis is that VR is a computer generated interactive environment that simulates real places and situations, allowing the user to navigate and interact with the environment in real time.

When people talk about VR they often talk about the terms Presence and Immersion. These terms have been subject to much discussion with academics interchanging both. For the purpose of this study, the thesis adopts Slater’s definitions: “The more that a system delivers displays (in all sensory modalities) and tracking that preserves fidelity in relation to their equivalent real-world sensory modalities, the more that it is ‘immersive’.” (Slater, 2003). Slater describes presence as follows: “Presence arises from an appropriate conjunction of the human perceptual and motor system and immersion. Presence is a response. Separate from presence are aspects of an experience such as involvement, interest and emotion. These are to do with the content of the experience. Presence is the form.” (Slater, 2003). To summarise these definitions for this thesis: Immersion in virtual reality is the level to which stimuli from reality is exchanged for the virtual, and can create a feeling of ‘being there’, referred to as presence. With regards social interactions, social presence, or the feeling of sharing an environment with another, is defined as “the moment-by-moment awareness of
the co-presence of another sentient being accompanied by a sense of engagement with the other” (Biocca et al., 2001, Bente et al., 2008).

In its early years, VR was perhaps a victim of its own potential. The media, and films such as The Lawnmower Man (Leonard, 1992), gave people false expectations of what was attainable at that time. This combined with the excessive costs of VR hardware and the expertise needed to create even simple environments, slowed the area’s progress and commercialisation. In recent years, however, things have changed. The entertainment industry has embraced 3D graphics in computer games, films and television. Vast budgets are spent on 3D motion pictures and large video game titles. In order to play the latest games, consumers need to keep up to date with hardware. To maximise uptake, this hardware was aimed at the mass markets and, therefore, had to be affordable. This driving down of hardware costs made it possible to create rich 3D environments on gaming PCs, provided that software and expertise are available. Simultaneously, software improvements have been constant with large game and independent studios releasing versions of their rendering engines for use by smaller developers. The combination of cheaper, powerful hardware and ‘off the shelf’ software, have been the catalyst for a boom in 3D graphics uptake.

It is not just computer graphics’ rendering and standard hardware that have seen improvements and lowering costs. It has also happened with interaction devices. In the past, the use of motion capture equipment would have been an expensive option. Now, Microsoft Kinect (Kinect) and other similar devices are making it available to the masses. In addition, previously, HMDs were large, heavy and expensive. They fell out of fashion and researchers moved towards larger scale immersive displays. Today, however, HMDs are being commercialised for VR and augmented reality (AR) use, with devices such as the Oculus
Rift (Oculus), Google Glass (Google, 2015) and Hololens (Microsoft). Many of these new devices are remakes of older VR technologies, now available to everyone at a reasonable cost.

For a time the term VR was not fashionable. Now, its concepts are starting to emerge under various names and brands. This is positive for the research community, because researchers now have reasonably priced hardware available to conduct studies. Once studies are complete, it will be easier to conduct technology transfer to industry without excessive hardware costs. These factors are important because it is this momentum which is making research into VR very important at this time. As VR starts to enter homes, workplaces and educational institutions, researchers and developers need to ensure that content is fit for purpose.

VR simulations are interactive and can afford high levels of presence. Of course, as suggested by Steuer (Steuer, 1992), a sense of presence can be gained from a variety of media, from books and films through to VR. Steuer uses interaction and vividness as variables to measure presence, suggesting that higher levels of interaction and vividness result in higher levels of presence. However, there can be exceptions. A movie, for example, would score highly in terms of vividness but badly on the interactive scale, and would, therefore, offer a lower sense of presence than that of an interactive VE for instance. In addition to the link between levels of immersion and presence, there are also links between realism and presence. Realism can be structured using our sensory channels, thus has several sub-topics: visual realism, acoustic realism, scent realism, realism of taste and haptic realism. Studies have shown that increasing the level of visual realism raises the level of presence afforded to the user (Khanna et al., 2006), further evidenced by changes in
participant’s physiological data in more realistically rendered environments (Slater et al., 2009). Both studies compared the use of ray casting and ray traced rendering techniques. Participants using the more realistic ray traced environment exhibited higher levels of presence. However, it is possible to be fully immersed within VR hardware running low fidelity graphics and feel a sense of presence (Slater, 2003), raising interesting questions about how much detail is needed to achieve a presence response.

2.2.2 Hardware and display technologies

This section of the review examines what options are available for VR deployment. These range from high-end fully immersive installations to desktop PC solutions. It is important to understand what options are available, as the amount of immersion will impact on the levels of presence afforded to the user. Display technologies can be broken down into types. As previously explained, immersion in virtual reality is the level to which stimuli from reality are exchanged for the virtual. This is achieved using various hardware and software combinations. The more the user’s senses can be engaged, the higher the level of presence should be. HMDs have typically been associated with VR, however, large scale projected display technologies are also popular. Examples include the CAVE (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992) and the OCTAVE (O’Hare, 2015), as they are considered to be spatially immersive display technologies (Lantz, 1996). They allow multiple people to walk into the display space, yet head tracking for real-time viewpoint update is limited to one user. Therefore, all users will see the world from the tracked user’s visual perspective. Viewpoint update is achieved using tracking systems such as those from Vicon (Vicon, 2015). Typically, markers are placed on stereo glasses in a set pattern. This pattern is identified by the tracking system allowing translation and rotation to be recorded in real-time. This information is then used to update
the projected viewpoint of the virtual world to match the movement of the wearer. When tracking systems are used in conjunction with stereoscopic displays, such as CAVEs, it enables the tracked user to look or walk around a virtual object or character.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual display type</th>
<th>~ Indicative view angle (Horizontal (H) and Vertical (V))</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Tracking (Degrees of freedom rotation and translation)</th>
<th>Stereoscopic available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>360 H 360 V</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Head tracking and full body with optical tracking</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVE/OCTAVE</td>
<td>270 H 200 V</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Possible with full body optical tracking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for 3 wall and floor CAVE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>360 H 200 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for OCTAVE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panoramic screen</td>
<td>160 H 70 V</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power wall</td>
<td>90 H 90 V</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemespheric display</td>
<td>180 H 180 V</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>90 H 90 V</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>90 Horizontal 90 Vertical</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Possible upper body with optical tracking systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. An overview of VR display technologies*
A brief description of typical VR display devices is shown below.

**HMD** – A head mounted display allows the user a visually, fully immersive experience. The 3D graphics are drawn on a small screen, or screens, positioned in front of the user’s eyes consuming their field of view (FOV). When a user moves his/her head, it is motion tracked and their view of the environment is updated accordingly. This technology can only be used by one person at a time. However, it is possible to use these collaboratively allowing remote participants to have a shared experience. A potential problem for this technology is that current consumer HMDs such as the Oculus, VIVE and Morpheus (Oculus, HTC, 2015, Sony, 2015) cover most of the user’s face, meaning capture and display of facial expressions is not possible at this time.

**CAVE/OCTAVE** – The CAVE (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992) and the OCTAVE (an eight sided immersive display) (O'Hare, 2015) are fully immersive environments, offering full stereo 3D graphics on four and eight screens respectively, allowing the user to stand in the middle of a computer generated VE. These systems are equipped with motion tracking technology to capture user movement for interaction. Such facilities do allow for more than one person to be present but only one person will be tracked at a time, and the rendered view of the VE will be updated according to that individual’s visual perspective. The downsides of this technology are cost and space. These systems typically use immersive collaborative virtual environment (ICVE) avatars. However, newer systems can sometimes capture and display video based 3D reconstructed avatars.
Panoramic display – A panoramic display is a curved semi-immersive display that takes in more of a user’s FOV than a flat screen. The system pictured in Figure 4 uses 150 degrees of the user’s FOV when sat front and centre. It is well suited for demonstrations to small groups of individuals and can fit up to twenty people. The downside to this technology is, again, the cost as the curve in the screen generally means multiple projectors and edge blending hardware are required. Today television sets using similar curved designs are starting to be seen (Samsung, 2015).
**Hemispheres** - A hemisphere is semi-immersive half sphere screen into which the VE is projected. These can be large or small scale. When produced on a larger scale they can again be costly because of the edge blending hardware or because a more costly lens is needed for the projection (ImmersiveDisplay, 2015).

**Power walls** - A power wall can be constructed of an array of monitors or projection tiles that allow content to be shared across them. They produce similar results to a large flat projection, but provide a brighter image and a higher resolution than standard projectors. The downside of this technology is the visible joins between displays and, depending upon the individual units used, they can be costly (Christie, 2015).

**Standard data projectors** – Although not as high end as some of the other display solutions mentioned, a correctly set up high resolution projector can still provide a more than adequate visualisation solution. The advantage of a data projector is that the cost is relatively low.

**Monitor** – The use of standard display monitors to run Virtual Environments allows a larger group of people to have access to the use of VE. In addition, a stereo monitor allows the user to gain depth cues from 3D graphics.

### 2.2.3 Other relevant types of VR technology

**Mixed reality (MR) and Augmented reality (AR)** - Augmented reality is when 3D graphics are layered onto a real scene. This can be achieved using Augmented Reality goggles (Microsoft). Many systems use pattern recognition software that identifies markers and overlays the 3D content onto their positions. AR has many exciting potential
applications within training. Information or processes can be layered onto a user’s vision in real time as he/she completes tasks. Mixed Reality is described as a continuum by Milgram and Kishino (Milgram and Kishino, 1994), with differing levels of virtual and real information placing an application somewhere upon the continuum.

**Telepresence/3D reconstruction systems** - Telepresence is the creation of 3D avatars from real-time video streams (Roberts et al., 2015a). Systems can capture and remotely present users as avatars in another location. Multiple cameras are used, positioned at different angles around the subject to be captured. Common methods of 3D reconstruction include shape from silhouette (Roberts et al., 2013a) and depth-based approaches (Maimone and Fuchs, 2011, Kinect). The resulting remote 3D representation of a user can be viewed from any angle with a free viewpoint update. Telepresence has many potential real-time application areas such as video conferencing, meetings and teaching, while offline rendering could make the technology useful for performances or films.

**Motion Capture/Tracking systems** - Motion Capture (MOCAP) can be used in two ways. Firstly, to capture data which can then can be processed offline for later use in animation. The second use is to capture data in real-time for user tracking and embodiment in systems such as CAVEs (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992). MOCAP can also be used for other purposes such as sports science and medical applications. “Motion Capture (MOCAP) is sampling and recording the motion of humans, animals and inanimate objects as 3D data. The data can be used to study motion or to give an illusion of life to 3D computer models.” (kitagawa and Windsor, 2008).
2.2.4 Content Creation

Typical content creation methods are outlined below.

Modelling – VR modelling techniques utilised by industry and academia are, by and large, now the same as those employed for the creation of computer games; that is, employing low polygon techniques to create geometry with optimal triangle counts enabling faster real-time rendering speeds. However, hardware specifications have improved consistently year on year so model specifications have increased. Examples of modelling packages are 3DS Max (Autodesk, 2015a), Maya (Autodesk, 2015b) and Blender (Blender, 2015). Other model creation techniques include laser scanning and photogrammetry.

Texturing – Texturing plays its part in optimising model performance. Detail can be added to models using normal or bump maps by making a low polygon model appear as a high
polygon model. Lighting information can be baked into textures in order to avoid calculations at run time, while specular and reflective qualities can also be saved into a texture map. Adobe Photoshop has been used for this study and is an industry standard for texture creation (Adobe, 2015).

**Rigging** – Rigging is where a skeleton or bones are applied to virtual character geometry. It is created and scaled to fit the geometry and then assigned to it. Once the geometry is linked, each vertex is assigned and weighted to a particular bone/bones so that the skin of the character deforms correctly when animation occurs.

**Animation** – Animations can be created using key frames, motion capture data or physics’ engines, giving the animator the ability to simulate processes, characters and events.

**Interaction** - Game engines are becoming more widely accepted in Virtual Reality research. Just a few years ago, any visualisation or interactions would require a great deal of programming expertise but now off-the-shelf products such as Quest3D (ACT3D, 2015), Unity3D (Unity3D, 2015) and the Unreal Engine (EpicGames), to name just three, are making interactions much easier to achieve, without high level coding skills. However, many people still choose to programme when creating their resources, giving them full control over the scene graph and the rendering pipeline.

### 2.2.5 Summary

In summary now is an exciting time for VR. Hardware and software have become much more accessible thanks to dedicated researchers, developers and a lot of investment from the
games and entertainment industries. New hardware has provided researchers with opportunities to develop research on affordable systems while software improvements and, in particular, game engines have freed researchers from large amounts of programming, thus giving them more time to concentrate on creating richer experimental VEs and, more importantly, has allowed them to concentrate on research problems.

Reduction in hardware costs has made VR more mainstream. This year consumer HMDs will be released for the masses, and with them VR games and environments. Users within these environments will be represented by avatars with varying levels of NVB. If these environments are collaborative, it would be desirable to know how well virtual characters, both avatars and agents, portray NVB and whether users can identify intent. The level of NVB available to users is dependent on software and hardware; therefore, it was important for this research to review the technology currently available.

2.3 **Serious Games and VR applications**

2.3.1 **Overview**

Serious games are games that are created not for entertainment but for other applications (Susi et al., 2007). They apply computer gaming techniques and technology to learning, enabling a more interactive and engaging experience. Multimedia content can be embedded within these games such as video, audio, documents, mini games or simple web links, transforming the environment into an interactive hub of knowledge, wherein the player can explore subjects in a playful way that engages multiple senses rather than searching the web and getting lost in a mass of information (Njenga and Fourie, 2010). There is also a
crossover into mainstream gaming with the emergence of many ‘edutainment’ titles that cover subjects from maths and cookery to exercise (Shogakukan, 2008, Ubisoft, 2008, Nintendo, 2007). Serious games, such as those mentioned, could revolutionise the way in which subjects are taught, with students learning new skills through exploration and play (De Freitas et al., 2010). More ‘hands on’ subjects, such as joinery, could use animation to show processes. Research into serious games suggests that they will enable teaching materials to be updated, adding to traditional teaching methods (Pan et al., 2006b) or, in some cases, be an alternative to text books (Hew and Cheung, 2010).

Using serious games opens up many new opportunities for training, much of which would either not be possible or would be too expensive to act out in real life (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007, Falloon, 2010, Dalgarno and Lee, 2010). A good example of this would be emergency service training applications. It would be costly for the police to hire actors every time they want to conduct an interview training, but they could use a virtual reality application as discussed by Frank et al. (Frank et al., 2002). The fire service cannot set a building on fire every time they run a training session, or run large scale scenarios requiring many fire fighters and various appliances. They can, however, run a serious game that simulates all of this (XVR, 2015). With the use of database back ends to store scenario events and interactions, information from training scenarios can be stored and integrated for performance. The training can then be re-run any number of times or, by changing a few variables, the scenario can be executed in an entirely different way. Rizzo and Kim (Rizzo and Kim, 2005) state that, in some instances, VR is not required to exactly copy reality. In other words, reality has constraints, such as time and safety. With VR these constraints can be put aside and scenarios can be played and repeated in any place and time.
2.3.2 Examples

Below are some examples of serious games.

1. Active Worlds – The River City Project (For American Schools, Middle Grades 6 to 9)

In this serious game, students must time travel back to the 19th century. They can then use a 21st century skill set to solve 19th century issues. The students work in teams to decide what health problems exist by recording clues. They then identify the condition and produce experiments to test their diagnoses (Worlds, 2015) (Ketelhut and Schifter, 2011).

2. Providing Geographically Dispersed Students and Faculty a place to meet and learn together: The Open University in Second Life

The Open University offer Higher Education through Distance Learning. Therefore, students do not get as many opportunities to meet, exchange ideas or collaborate as those attending University full time. In an effort to facilitate these kinds of interactions, the Open University has created a Virtual Campus in Second Life. Classes are held in virtual classrooms, or on islands dedicated to topics, such as Virtual Hallucination Island. On this island, Psychology students can experience some mental illnesses or disorders in the same way that a patient would (Life, 2015).

3. The VIBE

The VIBE is a suite of serious games aimed at 14 to 19 year olds. Its modules cover subjects such as Construction and the Built Environment, Creative and Media, Society Health and
Development, Engineering and IT. Users navigate around a 3D environment in which they can carry out tasks and access media. One example of a task is bricklaying where the user learns how to lay bricks using different bonds, etc. This enables a user to practice in a non-hazardous environment without wasting resources, therefore, making it eco-friendly (SSAT, 2010).

### 2.3.3 Serious games and virtual characters

Although serious games offer the user free movement and new ways to explore and navigate learning material, they can lack something such as direction and structure (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007). In fully interactive virtual worlds, where the user explores the environment freely, the danger is that the user may wander around and explore but not complete tasks. This problem can be solved with the use of virtual agents or avatars (Sims, 2007) acting as guides or storytellers, prompting the user or giving instructions and taking them through a process towards a learning outcome.

Serious games have also been used in some innovative ways to help young adults with physical and intellectual disabilities to become more active (Yalon-Chamovitz and Weiss, 2008). The use of virtual reality technology can open up a whole new range of physical activities in a safe environment. Research into serious games is trying to help children on the autistic spectrum who can have problems with their emotional development (Jain et al., 2012, Bekele et al., 2013, Orvalho et al., 2010). They find it hard to learn the meaning of facial expressions and the emotions they portray. Serious games have been used to help teach these children starting with expression recognition and mimicking, followed by a game based on picking the correct expressions for different situations (Abirached et al., 2011).
Participants in this experiment expressed an interest in being able to pick different types of avatar such as humans, animals and aliens. Using an authored abstract avatar representation, would it be possible to hold a child’s interest for longer? If a teddy bear representation was used, for example, would it result in longer play? One of the issues connected to this, however, is whether the same emotional content is portrayed when using an abstract avatar?

In a ten year review of educational virtual environments, Mikropoulos et al. (Mikropoulos and Natsis, 2011) suggest in their conclusion that serious games are becoming more commonplace in the classroom and, as a result, more research is needed into their ability to help in the learning process. In addition, they suggest avatars are another area that requires more study. This thesis’ author would agree with both these points. Virtual humans within VEs are now quite popular. However, the level of visual and, particularly, behavioural realism that they portray still falls short of what is observed in real life.

2.3.4 Summary

Serious games are an interesting new medium offering often novel approaches to sometimes difficult to teach subjects. Such difficulties can be the result of expense or tasks being too dangerous to approach without prior training (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007, Falloon, 2010, Dalgarno and Lee, 2010). Virtual characters often act as guides or storytellers within these environments, and are used to steer users towards a learning outcome (Sims, 2007) or they act as avatars to represent the user in an immersive virtual environments (Vinayagamoorthy et al., 2004). VR and serious gaming can be used to train medical professionals (Graafland et al., 2012), virtually teach police officers to conduct interviews (Frank et al., 2002) or
allow remote collaboration on tasks (Roberts et al., 2015b) in a manner more akin to the real world.

Commercial gaming titles command large budgets, much larger than those of serious games. However, it is perhaps within serious games/VR applications that higher quality representations of virtual character NVB would be of most benefit. Using emergency planning as an example, is it not essential to convey as much behavioural detail as possible? Facial expressions, subtle behaviour and realistic full body movements convey a lot of information. The look of shock on a person’s face may well appear before they shout “look out!” or “move!” In real life these cues would be valuable, so should they not be reproduced in serious games? The combination of new knowledge about the learning capabilities of serious games and creating more realistic virtual characters will not only help justify their use, but also enrich and expand their capabilities. Perfect realism may not be a necessity in order to achieve optimal effectiveness. It is possible that too much detail could distract or offer no improvement to learning outcomes. Studying the balance of visual and behavioural realism to enable the identification and interpretation of behaviours would contribute towards more effective virtual characters and serious gaming applications.

2.4 Chimpanzee behaviour and virtual animals

2.4.1 Introduction to Chimpanzee behaviour

When people visit zoos, they often look at the animals and perhaps laugh and gesture in amusement at them as they perform behaviour that people may find amusing, but what do these behaviours mean? What does the human response to the behaviour mean to the animal?
The visual displays of a Chimpanzee (Pan Troglodyte) to a watching visitor can be entertaining. However, the Chimpanzee may be responding to the body language and posture of that same visitor who may, unknowingly, be displaying a posture that the Chimpanzee finds threatening. A human facial expression can mean something completely different to a Chimpanzee than it does to another human. Chimpanzees and humans have similar underlying musculature to enable facial expressions (Vick et al., 2007) but their meanings are different. Research is ongoing looking at the evolution of facial expressions across primate species (Parr et al., 2007). By simulating the behaviour of these animals and allowing a user to interact with them in a VE, would it be possible to educate people on how best to view the animals with minimal impact on their daily routine? This would hopefully allow the animals to react in a more natural manner which would result in the visitor getting a truer representation of real animal behaviour. Visitors would also be able to identify why an animal was displaying particular behaviour. If a visitor was then able to identify the behaviour, the VE would have contributed to viewer education, which is one of the aims of a zoo (WAZA, 2005).

Chimpanzees are our closest animal relative. Indeed, their intelligence can be compared to that of a young human child (Tomasello et al., 2003b, Premack and Premack, 1994). They are fascinating, intelligent creatures that are capable of many varied behaviours, but how much does the average person really know or understand about them? Most people have seen Chimpanzees in zoos where they may spend ten minutes observing them, or on television in a documentary which tends to be about zoo life. In the worst case scenario, a person’s only exposure to these beautiful creatures may be television commercials wherein they have been trained to act out human behaviour. One of the main aims of a modern zoo is conservation education (WAZA, 2005) thus how do we enhance an average person’s visit...
to the zoo to enable them to gain a far better understanding of the amazing array of creatures they have come to see? The first part of this section concentrates on primates, in particular on Chimpanzees. However, this could be extended to other species in the future. With the use of VEs it is possible to create virtual animals that could aid and enhance conservation education. A user, by interacting with the virtual animal, could build up an empathy for them and may want to learn more about them, for example such interaction may hopefully raise awareness of any perilous situation that the species may find itself in in the wild, through no fault of its own.

2.4.1.2 Chimpanzee hierarchy

Chimpanzees are social animals and live in hierarchically organised groups. At the top of this hierarchy is the alpha male, the highest ranking male in the group. As the alpha male he will have access to more food and females and, as a result, have higher reproductive success, as supported by the priority of access model (Murray et al., 2007). Beneath the alpha male are the rest of the group, from high ranking males and females to low ranking males and females. A Chimpanzee’s ranking has many implications, for example, a high ranking or dominant female will have to travel less for food. Her foraging area will be smaller and more plentiful. Her subordinates, however, will have much larger foraging areas and they will be less abundant with food (Murray et al., 2007).

The effect of rank on food availability is further illustrated in several studies (Call, 2001, Tomasello et al., 2003a, Hare et al., 2000). These papers placed a dominant and a subordinate Chimpanzee into a controlled experiment environment. The two Chimpanzees are placed into opposite side rooms and can see out into a main room. Food is then placed
in the main room and the Chimpanzees are released. Both Chimpanzees know where the food is and the dominant Chimpanzee takes the food. The experiment is then re-run but this time placing visual obstacles in the dominant Chimpanzee’s view. In this situation the subordinate has more success. Finally, the experiment is run with some food visible to both Chimpanzees and some only visible to the subordinate. The subordinate is then given a slight head start. In this case, the subordinate takes the food that only it can see. This illustrates two points: firstly, dominant individuals have better access to food sources. Secondly, Chimpanzees are capable of following eye gaze (Call, 2001, Tomasello et al., 2003a, Tomasello et al., 2001, Tomasello et al., 1999, Hare et al., 2000). In other words, they know what the other is looking at. It also shows they are capable of planning ahead to give them the best chance of success.

Male Chimpanzees form coalitions to strengthen and improve their position or rank in the group. Together they are stronger. Coalitions can be identified by behaviour such as associations, grooming, proximity, patrols and meat sharing (Mitani et al., 2002). Mitani and Watts (Mitani and Watts, 2001) report incidents of oestrous females begging for meat gained from hunts and being ignored. Yet the meat was shared between males reciprocally, between specific individuals. The author’s study suggests that hunting for meat is an activity that improves male social relationships, that is, strengthening coalitions. Research suggests that these coalitions or bonds are long term. Mitani (Mitani, 2009) uses grooming and its frequency to identify these bonds. It was found that bonds were longer lasting when grooming was equal between males.

Grooming is an important behaviour in primates. It can reinforce relationships and bring calm after disputation, or help avoid confrontation. Puga-Gonzalez et al. (Puga-Gonzalez et
al., 2009) conducted a study that looked at confrontation and meetings between Macaques. They developed a computer simulation which decided whether the Macaques, on meeting, would have a confrontation or whether one of them will groom the other in order to try and avoid it. Confrontations in primates are extremely dangerous and can result in serious injury or even death (Goossens et al., 2005). In an effort to avoid these confrontations in primates, some zoos design enclosures to encapsulate escape routes and visual barriers, that allow for fast keeper intervention (Coe et al., 2009). The design of enclosures is another area where the use of VEs and virtual characters could be utilised (Stricklin et al., 1995).

### 2.4.1.3 Mimicking Behaviour

Experiments have been conducted looking at the effects of mimicking Chimpanzee behaviour when caring for them (Jenvoid, 2008). The results showed that the Chimpanzees displayed more playful behaviour when interacted with in this way as opposed to normal human interactions. Jenvoid (Jenvoid, 2008) suggests that keepers should adopt this approach when caring for Chimpanzees. Another study (Case et al., 2015) examined the use of Chimpanzee food calls on group movement behaviour at feeding times, finding them slightly more effective than using human communication. If this approach became more widely adopted, a virtual simulator could be a good way to teach the behaviour, enabling animals to be seen from all angles and distances with spatial audio. In addition, scenarios could be repeated, giving VR several advantages over the use of fixed viewpoint video footage. This would enable students to be taught approaches and to learn more about the reasons behind any behaviour before they were placed in a zoo. Zoo animal enclosures are often built to mimic the wild (Melfi, 2009) in an effort to stimulate wild behaviours, so why not take the same approach when interacting with the animals?
2.4.2 Zoo visitor education

Conservation education is one of the main aims of zoos (WAZA, 2005). One of the obstacles that zoos have is that most people visit as a form of entertainment (Ross and Gillespie, 2009). How do you then educate and inform visitors in an entertaining way? Currently, visitors learn from viewing animal exhibits and reading signage. In some instances they receive talks or interpretive presentations about the animals. Studies have been conducted to compare the knowledge gained between interpretive and fact only presentations (Visscher et al., 2009). These studies showed that people retain more information from interpretive presentations. What if it were possible to go one step further and engage the viewer in a VE, where they could view the environment from the animal’s perspective? What if VE could be used to teach the viewer about the animal’s behaviour and the motivations behind it? This educational resource could also be used to educate staff about animal behaviour and possibly help them avoid or diffuse dangerous situations before they happen. VR simulators have often been used to teach or simulate processes that would otherwise have been very dangerous or too complex to teach, such as emergency planning.

2.4.3 Virtual animals

In order to learn about animals people have traditionally visited zoos, museums or natural habitats. A new medium is now available to us, the “Electronic Zoo” (Davies, 2000). Virtual environments allow the modelling of both animals and their environment, thus allowing the study or modelling of virtual ecosystems, individual species behaviour, or even the enclosure design of captive animals. Heleno and dos Santos (Heleno and dos Santos, 1998) looked at modelling a virtual ecosystem of an estuary of the River Sado. The ecosystem contains mullets, dolphins and jelly fish. All of the animals have the same underlying
architecture. However, some are drawn to each other, such as predators, and some are repelled as prey. The surrounding environment can also affect the ecosystem, using for example a pollution variable to affect animal health. In a species specific study, Tomlinson et al. simulated the emotions and behaviour of gray wolves (Tomlinson and Blumberg, 2001) with the aim of enabling users to better understand a species relationships with its environment. Stricklin et al. (Stricklin et al., 1995) used animats (virtual animals) to investigate enclosure design. They undertook this using a two dimensional approach. The enclosure is modelled and the animats are monitored to record space usage. The outputs included distance moved, direction changes, boundary collisions and personal space violations. The author suggests that this technology has potential uses for animal welfare.

2.4.3.1 Virtual Pets

Virtual animals and creatures have become commonplace in games from Tamagotchi pets (Bandai, 2016) to Nintendogs (Nintendo). In typical examples, the game player must feed the animal and play with it. Failure to look after the animal correctly will result in its demise (Fogg, 2002). Kaplan (Kaplan, 2000) looks at the role of uselessness in the design of virtual pets and suggests that one of the intriguing design features of virtual pets is that they are useless and have no practical application, yet people of all age groups spend time playing with them, perhaps suggesting that users feel a duty of care for them. Other research illustrates the use of virtual pets to improve mirror neuron function in autistic children (Altschuler, 2008) and to help children with cognitive impairments who have difficulties with interpersonal relationships (Marti et al., 2005). The use of virtual pets allows most children to develop emotions towards them (Chen et al., 2011, Kusahara, 2001) and studies have examined how emotional attachment to virtual pets can be used to encourage
behavioural change (Dillahunt et al., 2008). Using virtual pets might enable zoos to teach visitors about different species in a more entertaining way, allowing them to continue learning after the visit. This would, therefore, contribute to conservation education.

### 2.4.3.2 Virtual Primates

Piccault and Collinot (Picault and Collinot, 1998) investigated the creation of multi agent systems by simulating primate societies. They suggested that there are links between primate behaviour and multi agent systems, by simulating a Macaque group of between five and thirty individuals. They used a reactive model to simulate social concepts and to look at distinctions between organisational levels and they split the organisational levels into three using the Cassiopeia method. Level one included domain dependant roles such as threat, submit and eat. Level two looked at relational roles such as affiliation, dominance and kinship. Level three considered organisational roles such as coalitions and alliances. The study then went on to look at social cognition using the pheromone model. In this model, when an event occurs, a social pheromone is given off into the environment which, when perceived by an animal, causes a change in its relational and organisational behaviours and knowledge. Piccault and Collinot then looked at simulating attention using distance and field of view. They ran a test with a population of between five and thirty agent animals looking at dominance behaviour and found that a linear hierarchy would form, aggression would go down and coalition go up. This would then collapse and the process start again.

In a separate study examining Chimpanzee behaviour using artificial intelligence (AI), Chimpanzees search for food and mates resulting in a group hierarchy being simulated, with males demonstrating grouping behaviour and females being more solitary (Irenaeus et al., 1994).
In *Gorillas in Bits* (Crowell, 1997) the user becomes an adolescent gorilla and part of a gorilla family. An adult male and female in the habitat are both resting. The user can approach the adults. However, there are rules. The male has a large personal space and intrusion into this in an aggressive way will result in behaviour such as chest beating, charges, vocalisations or even physical attack. The female gorilla is easier to approach and will allow the user to approach her in a slow submissive way. If she does not respond then the user can groom her. However, an incorrect approach to the female gorilla will also result in an aggressive behaviour. One nice feature of this simulation is the “Time Out” function. The authors knew that if children had the opportunity to invoke an aggressive response they may, in some cases, deliberately do so. If they did this the screen would turn black and a message would come up telling them that they were in “Time Out”. This is an excellent idea as the simulator is teaching users about gorillas and their behaviour, not how to annoy them. This approach would be sensible to adopt in the current project if the simulation was to be used by the general public. Hay et al.’s (Hay et al., 2000) aim was to help children gain a greater understanding of the biomechanics of gorilla behaviour/movements, such as grooming and knuckle walking. The children in the study also used the Virtual Gorilla simulator at Zoo Atlanta. They utilised a HMD, were inside a gorilla habitat, and assumed the role of an adolescent gorilla. After using the simulator they made models of gorillas in poses using pipe cleaners. They also wrote down some instructions for behavioural rules that were input into the simulator and could be viewed by them to see what had occurred. The study demonstrates how VR can be used to teach young children on visits to zoos.
2.4.4 Summary

To summarise, the literature informs us that zoos have an obligation to teach visitors about their animals and exhibits (WAZA, 2005) and need new and innovative ways of doing this (Davies, 2000). The literature identifies that certain animals respond positively when keepers care for them by mimicking the animal’s behaviour (Jenvoid, 2008, Case et al., 2015). Some research has been carried out regarding teaching zoo visitors about primate behaviour (Hay et al., 2000) (Crowell, 1997) while other studies have successfully used AI to simulate primate society (Picault and Collinot, 1998) (Irenaeus et al., 1994). The literature also shows that people can develop emotional connections with virtual pets (Chen et al., 2011, Kusahara, 2001) and that this connection can be a good tool for engaging people with bigger issues (Dillahunt et al., 2008). All of the above suggests that VR and serious gaming could be a good way of facilitating learning for students, zoo staff and visitors. However, before moving onto discussing more advanced studies, it is important to understand whether CGI used in VEs contains sufficient detail for the identification of animal behaviour. By isolating the visual variable and scripting the user experience, it is possible to ensure that users see the appropriate learning material. A comparison can then be made with fixed viewpoint film, before moving onto unscripted user controlled interactions and the added benefits or distractions that they bring in later studies. In this, and subsequent studies, the researcher aims to build on these foundations and show evidence in support of using serious games and virtual animals as a new and exciting way to educate people on animal behaviour, whilst ensuring that 3D technologies are not used simply for the sake of using them.
2.5 Virtual humans and human behaviour

In computer games and virtual environments, characters are used to represent users or players and non-player characters. Characters are created with various levels of detail depending on the application and the platform. They can be hand authored or automatically generated using 3D reconstruction. Within immersive collaborative virtual environments, the standard approach captures motion data from the user to drive an authored virtual character constructed of separate body parts in real-time. Approaches vary from simple head and hand tracking to systems which include eye gaze (Vinayagamoorthy et al., 2004). Studies have demonstrated how a number of non-verbal behaviours can be shown using this approach (Slater et al., 2013) while this technique has also been successful for conducting collaborative tasks (Roberts et al., 2003).

The simultaneous capture of full body motion and more subtle facial expressions is more challenging. Typically, cameras are positioned around a capture area for full body motion capture and a separate camera is mounted close to the face for capturing facial expressions. This technique works well for recording high quality animation, but has limitations if used for real time collaborative communication due to markers causing discomfort for users and the setup time required. Affordable commercial software, such as Faceshift (Faceshift), allows for real time marker-less capture of facial expressions. However, this approach still requires a depth based camera to be positioned close to the face. One possible solution for collaborative communication, where both full body and subtle non-verbal communication are important, is video based 3D reconstruction. This method requires no markers nor any other tracking technology, allowing unencumbered movement while supporting facial expressions (Roberts et al., 2015a), eye gaze (Roberts et al., 2013b) and, with sufficient
frame rate, micro expressions. Micro expressions are facial expressions that occur in a fraction of a second (Ekman and Friesen, 1969) which provide clues to our emotions.

One current challenge faced by character developers is how to incorporate more realism into the authored characters. When examining virtual characters, two measures used are realism and believability. Of particular interest to this study is visual realism, predominantly appearance and behaviour, and, in turn, our perception of it (believability). When a user encounters a virtual alien, they have no real knowledge of its behaviour or appearance handing full creative freedom to talented artists, animators and storytellers. However, if a character is human or human-like a problem arises in that we, as humans, view and study each other every single day. We know exactly how we should look, move and sound. Thus, flaws in virtual humans will be spotted instantly.

The theory of the Uncanny Valley, created by Japanese roboticist Dr Masahiro Mori (Bryant, 2005, Groom et al., 2009), suggests that there is a correlation between user perception and realism. Once a character gets close to a realistic appearance, but not quite, it can become somehow sinister, or less believable, than a much simpler cartoon version of itself. This is evident when watching movies with computer generated people in them (Gutierrez, 2011) as uncanniness impacts upon experience. Because to this, some film makers have made characters less human to avoid the ‘uncanny valley’ (Brenton et al., 2005, Weschler, 2002). Similarly, in computer game development, characters have been produced with less visual realism in an effort to overcome uncanniness using techniques such as toon rendering (Brenton et al., 2007).
Developers might be guilty of ignoring uncanniness in their pursuit of visual realism and the higher level of presence this is thought to yield (Tinwell et al., 2011). Interestingly, whereas one may strive for higher levels of visual realism in environment modelling to enhance levels of presence, as illustrated by (Khanna et al., 2006, Slater et al., 2009), the theory of the uncanny valley suggests that higher visual realism in virtual characters could cause developers a problem. Pausch et al. report a break in presence if characters do not respond to users within a virtual environment (Pausch et al., 1996). A break in presence (BIP) is when focus switches from the virtual environment to the real (Slater and Steed, 2000, Slater et al., 2003) illustrating that both visual and behavioural realism are important for supporting presence. Tromp et al. suggest that, if quality of visual appearance and behaviour do not match, then characters cause unease (Brenton et al., 2005, Tromp et al., 1998). However, Thompson indicates that, over time, players may become used to the effect of the uncanny valley (Thompson, 2004) and may now accept slightly creepier characters.

Our perception of photo realism, the researcher suggests, is a moving variable that changes according to what users consider to be at the technical forefront at the time of viewing. This is demonstrated by Vinayagamoorthy et al. (Vinayagamoorthy et al., 2006) who, in 2006, used a character from the 2004 game Half Life 2 as an example of highly photorealistic rendering. The author of this thesis suggests that this is no longer the case (see Fig. 6) as advances in materials, texturing and lighting now afford a more realistic rendering of skin and eyes (see the Activision Blizzard character), leaving the older Half Life character looking flat. It is evident that designers of synthetic characters are closing in on visual realism and perhaps more attention should now be given to balancing behavioural realism with it.
2.5.1 Types of virtual character

Virtual characters can be split into two categories, avatars and agents. An avatar is a character whose behaviour is controlled by a human user and an agent is a character whose behaviour is controlled by the computer using artificial intelligence (Nowak and Biocca, 2003).

Avatars

Hand authored avatars can take any form. Here the focus is on the human form and different methods of creating/representing it. Hand authored avatars are created using modelling (Autodesk, 2015a, Autodesk, 2015b, Blender, 2015) and texturing packages (Adobe, 2015). In immersive collaborative virtual environments they have traditionally been an unskinned character comprising of body parts transformed and rotated by the real time motion tracking of a user. An example of this type of avatar is used by Roberts et al. (Roberts et al., 2003).
In this study, the term abstract avatar refers to a modelled and rigged CGI avatar. This means that the avatar body is one whole piece of geometry rather than individual body parts. Bones are then applied to this geometry in a process called rigging. When these bones are moved, the geometry of the character deforms accordingly, producing a more realistic appearance than an ICVE avatar. Finally, 3D reconstruction can be used to generate avatars automatically. For this study, the term video based 3D reconstructed avatar refers to a 3D avatar created in real time from 2D video streams, sometimes called a virtuality avatar (Roberts et al., 2013a). This medium attempts to be an exact replica of the captured user. This type of avatar is utilised in the study by Roberts et al. (Roberts et al., 2015a).

Agents

An agent is a computer controlled character that has a set of actions which can be triggered as a result of stimuli/input in the game world around them. For example, if an agent is set to a hungry state it may search for food. Once the need for food is removed, the controller (the agent’s brain) may change the agent’s state to carry out another function such as tracking another player. In games these characters are also referred to as a non-player character (NPC) (Millington and Funge, 2009). Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used to create these agent behaviours. “Artificial intelligence is about making computers able to perform the thinking tasks that humans and animals are capable of” (Millington and Funge, 2009). It is because of AI that the game industry is capable of producing NPCs that react to a player’s every move in a given situation. This makes the gaming experience much more rewarding. Many of the techniques used in gaming AI would translate well for edutainment programmes. In most games the characters do not need to have an overly complex AI architecture and thousands of possible behaviours. They do, however, need to be able to
react correctly in a given situation. In entertainment titles, behaviours may be limited to those needed for task completion; however, if social interactions are required, then more complex AI will be needed. Additionally, the characters may need behaviour to adapt over time, for example, if a NPC in a game reacted in the same way to the same move every time, it would be unrealistic. Agents need to adapt to allow for more believable responses, even simple responses, which can produce powerful effects; for example, participants in one study (Philipp et al., 2012) displayed more frowning and smiling expressions when shown negative and positive stimuli provided by virtual agents. This illustrates the powerful effects that agents can have on user emotion if used well. Poznanzki and Thagard (Poznanski* and Thagard, 2005) examined the modelling of personality and behaviour. They recognised the growing need for virtual agents in fields such as electronic entertainment and other areas of human computer interaction. Poznanzki and Thagard used neural networks to model personality and personality change. The virtual characters are placed in different situations and their personalities change and adapt over time due to this. In Poznanzki and Thagard’s study, behaviour is based on three things. The first factor is the likelihood of their personality to use such behaviour, secondly their mood and, finally, the situation that the character finds itself in. Each of these variables has a value assigned to it. These values can be increased or decreased over time dependent on the situations encountered. The resultant output behaviour is different depending on the value of the variables, thus the characters’ personality evolves. The variable value is capped so that the characters’ personality cannot be changed too much. The authors suggest that modelling character personalities in this way created behaviours that change over time in a viable psychological manner. Due to agents being computer controlled, they can be created as being logical and unbiased, making them useful for situations where human emotion may become an issue, an example being
police lineups (Daugherty et al., 2007, Daugherty et al., 2008). An officer may unintentionally display biased behaviour, whereas an agent will not.

2.5.2 Human behaviour

Human behaviour is both verbal and non-verbal. This section of the literature review outlines aspects of human behaviour that are desirable for virtual characters to be capable of demonstrating in social communication.

Non-Verbal Communication – NVC is communication using body language. It includes gestures, facial expressions, touch and eye gaze, and can even be affected by a person’s visual appearance, such as clothing or their choice of hairstyle. It is powerful because it can not only shape our view of an individual within seconds of meeting them (Hinde, 1972) (for example, perhaps posture and eye contact giving away a lack of confidence) but also gives clues of intent which can be read; for example, an angry person walking quickly towards someone would immediately put the person being approached on guard.

Gross Non-verbal behaviour – The term gross non-verbal behaviour will be used to describe large full body motions such as walking, running or sitting.

Eye Gaze – Eyes play a large role in NVC. For example, people may glance at someone they find attractive but not stare. If someone has done something wrong they may look at the floor. Before boxing matches, pugilists often have a ‘stare down’ to try and intimidate their opponent. These examples are accompanied by other body language, however, without the correct eye gaze the meaning may change. Research has been conducted demonstrating
virtual characters’ ability to accurately display gaze using both authored and video based 3D reconstructed avatars (Murray et al., 2009, Garau et al., 2003, Roberts et al., 2013b) with both types of avatar successfully doing so.

**Proximity/interpersonal distance** – This relates to the distance between two people who are communicating. Social rules on interpersonal distance and eye gaze have been shown to be present between users and the characters in virtual environments (Yee et al., 2007). Furthermore, users show signs of heightened physiological response as virtual characters approach them (Llobera et al., 2010). Interpersonal distance between an authored avatar and virtuality avatar is shown in Figure 7.

![Fig. 7. Interpersonal distance between authored avatar and a virtuality avatar (Fairchild et al., 2015)]

**Orientation** – Orientation is the angle at which an individual faces during communication.

**Facial Expressions** – Facial expressions can portray numerous emotions such as joy, surprise, contempt, sadness, anger, disgust and fear (Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011). It is,
therefore, unsurprising to know that they play a vital role in face-to-face communication. Nasoz and Lissotti (Nasoz and Lisetti, 2006) state that human to human interaction should form the basis for human to computer interaction (HCI). They explain that studies in the field of HCI have suggested that having an avatar with the ability to display facial expressions as part of an interface improves the user’s performance. Nasoz and Lissotti’s aim was to enhance HCI with the use of avatars and facial expressions. Firstly, they looked at capturing the user’s emotional state. Once they had this information they could use it to aid the user. For example, if the user was worried, or stuck on a particular problem, the system could display expressions that would give encouragement or could calm the person. This might then allow the user to relax and focus on the task at hand, and generally make them feel at ease. It is possible to code facial muscle movements using the facial action coding system (FACS) (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) and skilled coders can use this to identify emotion. FACS is currently used to code muscle movements but could, in addition, be used to measure the quality of facial expressions in abstract and video based 3D reconstructed avatars.

Fig. 8. Facial expressions and eye gaze portrayed by an abstract 3D avatar.
Figure 8 illustrates facial expressions and eye gaze on an abstract avatar captured using Faceshift (Faceshift) while Figure 9 shows the quality and clarity of facial expressions on a video based reconstructed avatar achievable with a good camera calibration. Both images illustrate the seven universal emotions (Ekman and Matsumoto, 2008). It should be noted that for 3D reconstruction, camera rig height can have an impact on reconstruction quality inducing a droop effect that can make a user appear sad, aged or unwell (Roberts et al., 2015a). This becomes worse as the user approaches the outer limits of the capture space. The camera setup for Figure 9 appears to be correct for the capture subject.

**Micro Expressions** – A micro expression is a facial expression that only occurs for a fraction of a second which gives away clues to emotion. They can be used in deception studies to identify leaked emotions (Ekman and Friesen, 1969). Endres and Laidlaw
examined the use of micro expressions to help medical students gauge how a patient was feeling during consultation (Endres and Laidlaw, 2009), whether a patient leaked a clue of feeling fear or sadness, for instance. These clues could then allow the medical professional to further question the patient regarding the situation.

**Lip Sync** – In virtual environments, or in computer gaming when characters speak, lip sync can be displayed alongside text on screen or a sound file. If sound files are played, then they should be synchronised with the character’s lip movements, facial animation and other gestures.

**Bodily contact** – Examples of bodily contact include, but are not limited to, ‘high fives’, handshakes on meeting, a hand on the shoulder to console somebody, a pat on the back for a job well done, or hugging to greet someone.

**Posture** – Posture can convey confidence, can show aggression or fear, happiness and sadness. An avatar with its shoulders back and chest puffed out, for example, would appear confident.

**Head nods and shakes** – A nod or shake of the head can illustrate agreement or disagreement.

**Gestures** – Some examples of gestures are pointing, beckoning and waving goodbye or hello (Figure 10). They can be used to show anger (such as by the shaking of a fist), more unpleasant finger gestures, confusion or lack of understanding (for example, by a shrug).
2.5.3 Challenges of representing non-verbal behaviour using a virtual character

If humans can form a view of a person within seconds based on NVC (Hinde, 1972), then it is surely important to attempt to accurately represent elements of this within virtual characters. Without such elements, much meaning is lost. This will be challenging as even blockbuster game titles such as Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011) lack subtle NVB. Specific applications require characters to display varying levels of behavioural realism. This combination of visual and behavioural realism, matching application, is what the researcher would term “relevant realism”. A first person shooting game such as Call of Duty (Activision, 2010), for example, might require high visual fidelity but does not need behavioural detail, such as facial expressions. However, an application to help autistic children learn about emotion (Jain et al., 2012, Bekele et al., 2013) may need less visual realism and more behavioural realism. If higher levels of behavioural detail are necessary to convey more subtle movements (such as facial expressions and eye gaze) developers need to ensure that avatars are capable of displaying them. Standard gaming avatars generally
allow a user to walk around an environment with limited NVB displayed. Applications requiring social interactions between users could currently be missing out on the majority of non-verbal interaction. If NVB is not to be lost this, technically, creates an interesting challenge. If authored abstract avatars are to be used, then tracking hardware needs to be placed close enough to the face to identify facial muscle movement (Faceshift, 2015). This is adequate if the person is sat in a chair, but not if he/she is moving around. The tracking of full body motion and facial animation simultaneously can be achieved, but requires more complex tracking hardware (Faceware, 2015). Video based 3D reconstructed avatars (Fuchs et al., 1994, Raskar et al., 1998) may offer a solution to this, in that the user can be captured and represented faithfully in 3D, including eye gaze (Roberts et al., 2013a) and facial expressions (Roberts et al., 2015a) while allowing free viewpoint navigation around him/her, without the user being covered in tracking markers or wearing a head mounted facial tracking camera, thus offering more natural unencumbered movement.

If 3D reconstructed video is a potential solution, it also has its own set of challenges. For example, Beck et al. (Beck et al., 2013) used 3D reconstruction for group interactions. All the participants wore 3D shutter glasses to enable stereoscopic viewing, therefore losing the ability to display eye gaze and facial muscles around the eyes. The use of these glasses counteracts the proposed benefits of 3D reconstruction. This problem is illustrated in Figure 11 which is taken from a study by Fairchild et al. (Fairchild et al., 2015).
Fig. 11. This figure demonstrates the problem of occlusion (for the viewer) when using various display devices. Left: no stereo (full facial expressions); centre: stereo glasses (eye gaze and some facial features obscured) and right: HMD (most of the face obscured, identification of facial expressions not possible). (Fairchild et al., 2015)

One challenge for future developers may be the lack of stereo for such applications, if two-way communication is required. Of course, even without stereo, 3D reconstruction still offers free viewpoint navigation (Roberts et al., 2015a). This is demonstrated in Figure 12. Additionally, most VR motion capture/tracking suites mount markers on the glasses used for stereo and on the body to allow for user interaction (Vicon, 2015). These markers would also be reproduced in the capture process. If these traditional systems were no longer to be used, a user skeleton may well have to be derived from the reconstruction in order to allow for collisions and the general object interactions that users are now accustomed to in VR. This can be achieved using depth-based approaches, which can even support multiple participants (Kinect).

Another potential challenge for 3D reconstruction is the increasing popularity of HMDs for home use, gaming and research. These present challenges to both authored abstract and 3D
reconstructed avatars. The current size of these units results in most of the face being occluded, thus making capture of facial expressions by either 3D reconstruction or tracking (marker or markerless) unachievable. Of course, gross full body tracking is still possible using combinations of hardware, such as the forthcoming consumer Oculus Rift (Oculus) with tracked controllers and the OMNI 360 degree treadmill (Virtuix, 2015). The lack of facial tracking may be acceptable for standard gaming applications but, in serious contexts where NVB is necessary, it is not acceptable, perhaps therefore pointing to certain types of hardware/software combinations being more suitable for specific applications.

![Fig. 12 Depiction as to how the 3D reconstructed user is viewed from different viewpoints as one user moves around him. This free viewpoint navigation offers the user interactive functionality over and above that offered by traditional video conferencing, allowing users to view NVB from any angle (Fairchild et al., 2015)](image-url)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>CAVE/OCTAVE</th>
<th>HMD</th>
<th>Power Wall</th>
<th>Desktop PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~ Visual Immersion</td>
<td>270 H 200 V for 3 wall and floor CAVE. 360 H 200 V for OCTAVE</td>
<td>360 horizontal 360 vertical</td>
<td>90 horizontal 90 vertical</td>
<td>90 horizontal 90 vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic</td>
<td>Yes, requires head tracking for viewpoint update.</td>
<td>Yes, requires head tracking for parallax</td>
<td>Yes, requires head tracking for parallax</td>
<td>Yes, requires head tracking for parallax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capturing of gross full body</td>
<td>Yes, given tracking system.</td>
<td>Head tracking in built. Yes, given tracking system.</td>
<td>Yes, given tracking system.</td>
<td>Upper body, usually optical such as Kinect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture of Facial expressions</td>
<td>Partial if using stereoscopic glasses. Full possible, however, authored avatar requires camera near face.</td>
<td>Partial, as part of face occluded by display.</td>
<td>Partial if using stereoscopic glasses. Full possible, however, authored avatar requires camera near face.</td>
<td>Full – as the user is seated in a fixed position it makes marker or markerless tracking easier to achieve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d Reconstruction</td>
<td>Yes, given sufficient space and correct camera setup.</td>
<td>Yes, but excluding upper face detail.</td>
<td>Yes, given sufficient space and correct camera setup.</td>
<td>Partial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Table suggesting that full 3d reconstruction requires space and generally more expensive hardware.
An interesting difference between authored avatars and 3D reconstructed avatars is that the former can be easily deployed as agents. Animation can be stored because it is known where each bone and vertex is positioned at all times and these can be reverted back to idle poses or blend between animations. However, because of the way video based 3D reconstructed avatars are created, the same procedure cannot easily be implemented on them. A possible solution for this would be to create a hybrid abstract/3D reconstructed character. A static version of the character mesh would first need to be 3D captured, holes filled, topology and geometry reworked and, finally, rigged before it could be deployed as an agent. However, it would be very challenging to blend fluid 3D reconstructed character animations with ever changing geometric and textural detail into a seamless agent without a lot of post processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand authored avatars</th>
<th>Automatically generated avatars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICVE Avatar</td>
<td>Abstract Skinned Rigged Avatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross full body behaviour</td>
<td>Yes, translation and rotation of body parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtle behaviour</td>
<td>Eye gaze and hand movement possible, texture changes could allow facial expressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye gaze</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real time facial/micro expressions</td>
<td>Facial expressions Possible through texture changes; micro expressions would be problematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth Bias</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free viewpoint update</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable for an avatar</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable for an agent</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High realism possible</td>
<td>Hard to achieve with separate body parts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A comparison of virtual character attributes

Table 3 illustrates a breakdown of virtual character attributes. It shows that all types of avatar are able to display gross full body behaviours, interpersonal distance and eye gaze,
and can permit free viewpoint update, thus allowing a viewer to walk around them. However, when looking at more subtle behaviours, perhaps to represent facial expressions, for real time communication, the author of this thesis would suggest that ICVE avatars are not the best option. Instead, abstract or video based 3D reconstructed characters that are better equipped to display more subtle behaviour, such as facial expressions, would be better. Comparison with the literature suggest that avatars with a lack of facial expression display a truth bias higher than normal (Steptoe et al., 2010) whereas abstract avatars with facial movement (McDonnell et al., 2012) report truth bias in line with psychological literature (CF Jr Bond, 2006). It should be noted however that only a small number of studies could be identified, so no firm conclusion can be made. There are, as yet, no tests on whether 3D reconstructed characters cause truth bias. The most flexible character type is abstract, as it is capable of displaying gross and subtle behaviour and can be easily deployable as an agent or avatar. The video based 3D reconstructed avatar can be used as an agent but is not generally utilised as such due to complexity and the time associated with doing so.

Virtual characters are so complicated that people struggle to encapsulate all the facets that are needed to create the ideal character and, often, compromises must be made. These do not always impact on the role or effectiveness of the character. For example, not every character needs to speak, thus when designing a character it is possible to narrow down this specification. A careful selection of components means that it is possible to create a character that is still fit for purpose. It is also important to create a compelling character that displays a balanced level of detail in terms of visual appearance and behaviour so as not to fall prey to the uncanny valley (Bryant, 2005, Groom et al., 2009). Once factors, such as those discussed above, have been taken on board in order to create a meaningful and useful virtual character, then it is necessary to look into how and why the character will be deployed.
Will they be a guide, tutor or storyteller? Will they act as an opponent or collaborate with the user? How will they be controlled? Will they be an agent or an avatar based character? All these characteristics have their advantages. For example, having an agent controlled virtual character to interact with, means that a single user can learn or play in a virtual environment independently. However, an avatar could be controlled by an expert in a particular field. This would work particularly well for animal behaviour, as an expert would know when an animal should be displaying certain behaviour. Lim and Reeves’ (Lim and Reeves, 2010) research into agents and avatars suggests that users have a higher sense of arousal when interacting with an avatar rather than an agent and this may, in turn, lead to a better attention span and improved learning. Using either technique for controlling virtual characters is an exciting way to help engage learners. Babu et al. used virtual characters to teach conversational protocols (Babu et al., 2007). These protocols, from South Indian culture, were both verbal and non-verbal. An experiment was conducted which contrasted learning via the use of the virtual characters with that of learning using an illustrative guide. The virtual characters displayed actions and then the user repeated them. This was recorded and tracked in real-time, so that a second virtual character representing the user could be viewed carrying out the actions. The results showed that learning via the virtual character gave better results. Variation between results was also four times lower in the virtual characters’ group which suggests that the use of virtual characters was a more reliable teaching method in this instance, therefore, supporting the use of virtual characters as an effective way of teaching body language.
2.5.4 Effect of virtual characters on users

A study by Bailenson et al. (Bailenson et al., 2006b) suggests that the portrayal of behaviour in avatars is of importance not only for VEs but also for telecommunications, online gaming and any other media that require the user to be embodied as an avatar. While Gillies and Slater suggest that characters that respond to others with appropriate non-verbal behaviour can improve presence in virtual environments (Gillies and Slater, 2005). Previous studies have shown that users often prefer not to use accurate embodiments (Becerra and Stutts, 2008) but how does avatar representation impact upon interpersonal trust? Avatars are becoming more commonplace and are being used to represent users in virtual worlds, games, instant messaging, social media and more serious training applications. What effect does the selection of an avatar have on the user and others? Bailenson et al. state that, as avatar realism rises, so does the feeling of co-presence while simultaneously decreasing self-disclosure (Bailenson et al., 2006b). Video conferencing has achieved the lowest scores for verbal and non-verbal disclosure (self-disclosure being when an individual divulges information about themselves or their past experiences (Derlaga and Berg, 2013)). This would suggest that the more realistic an avatar becomes, the more guarded an individual becomes concerning what they disclose.

In a study by Rosenberg et al. (Rosenberg et al., 2013) participants assumed the role of either a super hero or a passenger in a helicopter. They were given one of two tasks, either helping a diabetic child find some insulin or having a virtual tour of the city. After the virtual environment experience had finished the experimenter knocked over a box of pens. Participants in the super hero condition helped pick up the pens significantly more times than those who opted to be the passenger in the helicopter. Peña et al. explored how an avatar’s appearance impacts upon the wearer (Peña et al., 2012), examining changes in
behaviour. Participants were represented by either a professor or super model avatar. The study found that behaviour was influenced. Participants represented by the super model avatar were more age conscious. Fox et al. (Fox et al., 2013) examined the effects of sexualised avatars on female participants. They described the participants as “wearing” the avatar. Participants were split into two groups: one wearing the sexualised avatar and one the non-sexualised avatar. The results found that the users of the sexualised avatar reported more body related thoughts. Fox et al. stated “Users of video games, online social worlds and other virtual environments should be made aware of the potential implications of the avatar they embody.” The researcher agrees with Fox et al. on this point, as evidence suggests that the avatar that one “wears” subconsciously affects our actions, temporarily altering our behaviour (Peña et al., 2012, Rosenberg et al., 2013, Fox et al., 2013) during and after VE exposure.

Users of virtual environments are not just affected by their own avatar. Pan and Slater examined the response of male participants to attractive female characters within an immersive virtual environment, with the results suggesting similar physiological, behavioural and subjective responses to reality (Pan and Slater, 2007). In a study by Behrend et al. (Behrend et al., 2012) avatar appearance was investigated, this time in the context of a job application. The study showed how attractive avatars were given more favourable feedback than less attractive ones. Interestingly, however, extremely attractive avatars could also produce a negative effect: “Non-linear effects of attractiveness are also possible, leading unusually attractive avatars to be viewed as unprofessional or dishonest. These dynamics are ripe for study”. This indicates that not only are the users of avatars influenced by their appearance, so are others. One problem may be that most avatars are generally quite simple representations of the wearer, as they do not portray the user’s NVB. Without NVB, verbal
communication and avatar appearance may well be the only information that someone has to inform them what the user behind the avatar is like. In some cases, users may not want others to know what they look like, with studies showing a correlation between body image and a user’s desire to be someone else (Becerra and Stutts, 2008). Avatars can be a form of escapism. Utilising them, anyone can become a hero or a star. People may well pick an avatar that represents what they would like to be, aiming to be seen in the best light possible. An example would be a person who might use a profile picture of themselves from when they were ten years younger and super fit. In some cases, unfortunately, it is not possible for people to pick an avatar that resembles them as “the vast majority of games, both online and offline, do not allow for the creation of avatars with a non-white racial appearance.” (Dietrich, 2013).

In another study that used avatars to look at obesity (Dean et al., 2009), it was found that participants interviewed by thinner characters stated that their own reported weight and body mass index (BMI) was correct. However, when interviewed by overweight characters participants said their own reported weight was incorrect and that they had a higher BMI. This suggests that participants were able to be relate more to the overweight avatar and be more truthful, perhaps viewing them as less judgemental. This could represent a problem, as it illustrates that avatar appearance can be used to manipulate user interactions. This technique could also be used positively to educate users on health issues, such as in the doppelganger study (Fox and Bailenson, 2010). In this study an avatar representation of the participant was created that gained and lost weight according to participant actions.

Our perceptions of a virtual character can change depending on whether it is an agent or an avatar. More is expected of characters that are user controlled. Guadagno et al. (Guadagno
et al., 2011) found that a smile from an agent increased empathy whereas a smile from an avatar decreased empathy. They suggest that this may be the result of behavioural and visual realism not matching. The researcher agrees that expectations of agents are not as high. The researcher would suggest that most users would accept the fact that to replicate every human function would be a massive task, so are quite forgiving of agent shortcomings. However, when users know that they are interacting with a person their expectations may be higher.

More realistic avatar appearance and behaviour should facilitate more natural social interactions between users. However, transformed social interaction could pose a problem in the use of virtual characters (Bailenson and Beall, 2006, Bailenson et al., 2004). For example, it is possible to conduct real-time analysis of facial expressions (Yap et al., 2012), however, if unwanted emotions were then filtered out the meaning of a conversation could easily be changed. This kind of technology would make it very difficult for users to know when to trust authored avatars, perhaps making real-time video based 3D reconstruction approaches more relevant for communication.

### 2.5.5 Detection of truths and the fidelity of facial expression

Detecting deception is of great importance across several fields including within judicial, security and law enforcement services. In studies using law enforcement personnel, accuracy rates when detecting truths range from 45-60% (Vrij and Mann, 2001), and media quality has been demonstrated to significantly impact upon detection rates (Horn, 2001). It has been shown that training in deception detection can significantly increase accuracy (Frank and Feeley, 2003) and it has been suggested that virtual environments may be suited to deception detection training (McKenzie et al., 2003). Research has been conducted by psychologists...
into the identification of deception using facial expressions (Ekman and Friesen, 1969, Ekman, 2003, Feldman et al., 1979) and VR groups have studied lie tracking using eye-tracked avatars (McDonnell et al., 2012, Steptoe et al., 2010). These previous studies have proved to be both an inspiration and a building block for this research.

2.5.5.1 Accuracy of determining truthfulness in the natural and virtual world

When an individual has a tendency to over trust/believe someone is telling the truth regardless of a statement’s veracity, this is referred to as truth bias (Millar and Millar, 1997). During lie detection people tend to over trust others in both the real (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and virtual world (McDonnell et al., 2012, Steptoe et al., 2010). The detection of deception without any training is a difficult task and most people are poor at it. In an extensive meta-analysis Bond and DePaulo (CF Jr Bond, 2006) synthesised the results of 206 studies involving 24,483 receivers. This analysis reported an overall accuracy of 54% yet, interestingly, there was a bias towards believing people were telling the truth, regardless of the truthfulness of their statement. The researcher has found only two studies using virtual avatars that present data comparable with Bond and DePaulo’s study (CF Jr Bond, 2006). Both studies used motion tracking to drive head and eye movement. The study that additionally used motion tracking to drive facial expression (McDonnell et al., 2012) reported a truth bias comparable with that of the study by Bond and DePaulo (CF Jr Bond, 2006). The study that did not use motion tracking to drive facial expression (Steptoe et al., 2010) reported an exaggerated tendency to trust. In Graph 1, the correct identification of truth and lies from Bond and DePaulo (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and Steptoe’s studies are shown (Steptoe et al., 2010). Unfortunately, the researcher could not directly contrast these results with the work of McDonnell et al. (McDonnell et al., 2012) because accuracy breakdowns
were not available, however, McDonnell et al. did report a normal truth bias similar to that shown in previous psychological literature. Due to the small number of studies identified and varying experiment designs a firm conclusion cannot be drawn, however, it is interesting and more studies utilising avatars are needed to investigate this.

Graph 1. The percentage accuracy of the correct identification of truth and lies. Reality values taken from Bond and DePaulo’s meta-analysis (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and all other values taken from the study conducted by Steptoe et al. (Steptoe et al., 2010).

2.5.5.2 Measurement

Both the above studies measured performance in terms of the accuracy of determining truthfulness, split between true and false statements. To tie this to the impact of quality of facial expression, it would be interesting to quantify what facial expressions each medium could show. To strengthen this link it would be useful to know how hard people had to work
to detect deceit in both mediums. The section below summarises related work in the identification of facial expressions and the methods of measuring cognitive workload.

Facial expressions, it is suggested, are in-built human behaviours which occur in all cultures (Ekman, 1993). Micro expressions are facial expressions that occur very quickly. Humans cannot control them and they happen in a split second, leaking information about feelings (Ekman and Friesen, 1969). Previous studies on micro expressions show that they may allow medical doctors to better understand the needs of patients by identifying emotions such as fear or sadness (Endres and Laidlaw, 2009). With the push towards telehealth, a practitioner’s ability to identify patient emotions through media could be important. Micro expression tuition is being researched as a way of helping military and law enforcement personnel to detect deception (Slater, 2009, Porter and Ten Brinke, 2008). Micro expressions may also have applications in the judicial system (Bernstein and Loftus, 2009). A facial coding system has been created to map and identify micro expressions (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) and previous studies have investigated how accurately facial expressions and emotions can be identified using avatars (Dyck et al., 2008).

The purpose of mental workload measurement is to assess the effect of cognitive demands that are associated with task performance. Previous studies have demonstrated that high cognitive workload is positively correlated with greater neuronal activation in the prefrontal cortex (Ayaz et al., 2012), as measured by functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). fNIRS is a non-invasive optical neuroimaging method for mapping the functioning of the human brain. It offers better spatial resolution than EEG and more temporal resolution than fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) (Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012). fNIRS is also, arguably, less likely to influence results than fMRI due to its low encumbrance, the
fact that it does not enclose the subject, and its quick set up. These factors make it a promising neuroimaging technique for investigating cognitive workload in virtual environments and, indeed, it has already been used in previous studies (Hu et al., 2013, Seraglia et al., 2011, Cansiz and Tokel, 2012).

2.5.5.3 Approaches to capturing the face and reproducing it in 3D

This section considers the various approaches used for capturing and reproducing facial expression, identity and appearance.

Approaches to capturing facial expressions for authored avatars either track specific parts of the face such as eyes and mouth, or the face as a whole. The former is well suited to driving an avatar face that is visually different to that of the owner. For the latter, a model of facial muscles within the avatar is driven by motion tracking data. Both marker based (Vicon) and markerless (Faceshift) capture approaches are popular. Marker based tracking is more accurate, whereas markerless tracking does not require large numbers of tracking markers stuck to the face. The ability to accurately track the muscle groups of the face is significant as a smile does not only affect the mouth, it also engages muscle groups near the eyes (Porter and Ten Brinke, 2008). Without the muscles of the face being mimicked it might be more difficult for viewers to identify emotions. However, driving the simulation of muscle movements is not the only approach to mimicking facial expression.

Other approaches, such as those used for telepresence (Fuchs et al., 1994, Raskar et al., 1998) derive a fluid 3D reconstructed avatar from live video. These approaches attempt to faithfully reproduce appearance, not just movement. Popular 3D reconstruction approaches
in this area are shape-from-silhouette (Roberts et al., 2013a) and depth-based (Maimone and Fuchs, 2011, Kinect). Both impact on the quality of reproduction in different ways. Shape-from-silhouette cannot model concavities, such as eye sockets (although texture information can simulate this). However, when cameras are satisfactorily calibrated together, the visual-spatial quality increases with the number of cameras. The predominant depth-based approach (Maimone and Fuchs, 2011, Kinect) bounces infrared structured light off the subject. The resolution of the depth-map is thus determined by the resolution of the structure reflecting off the subject rather than that of the camera. Depth-based cameras are also used to drive pre-modelled avatars, including the mimicking of facial expression (Faceshift).

Abstract avatar approaches can hide identity and details of appearance. Such hidden details include perspiration and small facial movements which are not reflected by marker driven models of muscles, although change in skin tone (blushing) has been modelled (Pan et al., 2008). All these details can be captured using 3D reconstruction approaches. Abstract avatars are suited to applications where protecting anonymity is important, thus increasing a person’s confidence and perhaps giving them an unprejudiced hearing. In the real world a person’s physical appearance can impact upon how honest one perceives them to be (Spellman and Tenney, 2010). It should, therefore, be considered that avatar representation can impact upon trust. 3D reconstructed avatars are suited to giving an accurate portrayal at the expense of anonymity. They could, for example, be well suited to virtual identification parades (Bailenson et al., 2006a). This has the advantage of allowing witnesses to identify criminals without being present and the task could take place in a virtual crime scene, perhaps therefore helping with recollection.
2.5.5.4 Validity of comparing video based 3D reconstruction to video.

The aforementioned meta study of the detection of deception (CF Jr Bond, 2006) includes many studies that have used video to ensure that participants are given consistent data. High quality video captures the vast majority of facial expressions. Facial action coding (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) typically uses video both for repeatability and for frame by frame analysis. 3D reconstructed video provides a fairer comparison with video conferencing, than with an abstract virtual medium, as all modelling is live. A medium can be more easily compared to video if its contents are derived from that video and attempts a faithful reproduction. Firstly, exactly the same input data can be used for 2D and 3D video, albeit only one channel can be used for 2D video. Secondly, any visual difference is an unwanted consequence of the reconstruction process rather than a wanted abstraction. These reconstruction problems may include, but are not limited to, slicing, droop, texture mapping issues and colour matching errors. All of these pose potential challenges when identifying facial expressions. Slicing can cut off relevant detail, droop caused by camera positioning can change visual appearance and can make one emotion appear like another, perhaps making the capture subject look sad (Roberts et al., 2015a). Poor texture mapping impacts on visual quality and inadequate colour matching could cause a reconstruction to look over exposed or too dark.

2.5.6 Summary of the discussions in section 2.5

In virtual reality and gaming, synthetic characters are used as agents (non-player characters) or avatars (representation of the user). These characters need to be able to represent human behaviour to a standard sufficient for their purpose, be it for entertainment (Activision, 2010)
or for a more serious application (Bekele et al., 2013). Two measures of virtual characters are realism and believability. The quality of a character’s appearance and behaviour can impact upon the perception of them (believability). The theory of the Uncanny Valley, created by Japanese roboticist, Dr Masahiro Mori, (Bryant, 2005, Groom et al., 2009) suggests that there is a correlation between user perception and realism. Once a character gets close to a realistic appearance, but not quite, it can become somehow sinister, or less believable than a much simpler cartoon version of itself. This evident in movies utilising CGI characters (Gutierrez, 2011), with some filmmakers producing less human characters to avoid the uncanny valley (Brenton et al., 2005, Weschler, 2002). The same approach has been taken in gaming using toon rendering (Brenton et al., 2007). It is suggested that visual appearance and behaviour also need to match so that characters do not cause unease (Brenton et al., 2005, Tromp et al., 1998).

The literature suggests the avatar that is worn by a user will have an impact on their behaviour within the virtual world (Peña et al., 2012) (Fox et al., 2013) and can influence other’s opinions of them (Behrend et al., 2012), possibly also temporarily affecting behaviour outside the VE (Rosenberg et al., 2013). This would suggest that users do, indeed, need to be thoughtful when picking an avatar. Another issue highlighted is how an avatar’s appearance can influence the perception of a character’s empathy towards the user (Dean et al., 2009) and the user’s own self-disclosure to the avatar (Bailenson et al., 2006b). In the real world an individual’s appearance can impact upon another’s trust of him/her (Spellman and Tenney, 2010) which would suggest that more thought should be given to how an abstract avatar’s appearance can impact upon trust. For example, if an avatar is to represent a witness in court, to protect their identity, it is important that the avatar does not influence the jury’s interpretation of their testimony, or increase truth bias. Some prior studies have
looked into the use of VEs in courtrooms but did not look into the use of virtual characters in any great depth (Bailenson et al., 2006a).

Previous studies have investigated how accurately facial expressions and emotions can be identified when using avatars (Dyck et al., 2008) and psychologists are researching the use of micro expression tuition as a way of helping military and law enforcement personnel detect deception (Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011, Porter and Ten Brinke, 2008). VEs have been shown to be an effective way of teaching cultural NVB (Babu et al., 2007) and CGI has been found to be comparable with video for identifying behaviour in both people (Smith et al., 2012b) and animals. Micro expressions, it is suggested, are in-built human behaviours which occur in all cultures (Ekman, 1993). They cannot be controlled and happen in a split second, leaking information about our feelings. They may allow medical doctors to better understand the needs of patients, for example, expressing fear or sadness (Ekman and Yamey, 2004, Endres and Laidlaw, 2009). Juries could potentially use micro expressions to help them decide whether a person is being truthful (Bernstein and Loftus, 2009). Does the existence of these micro expressions require application developers to rethink the way in which they represent avatars’ and agents’ NVB within serious games?

In an emergency planning simulation, if a remote member of the personnel displays a micro expression suggesting fear, is it not important to portray this? Such an expression could be a signal of danger, worry or even doubt that a command may not be the correct thing to do. All such expressions are important displays of NVB and all such expressions could be lost depending on the method of data capture and visualisation. If micro expressions are to be used, then experiments should be conducted to test mediums’ ability to capture and display them upon virtual characters. It is suggested that one way of measuring a medium’s ability
to do this is to compare its ability to display facial muscle movements with that of video (commonly used for FACS coding), therefore using FACS (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) as a measure of character facial movement quality. If a medium can portray muscle movements on a par with video, then that medium can, in turn, display micro expressions (which are muscle movements) assuming that there is a high enough frame rate to capture them.

The visualisation of facial expressions has applications outside that of virtual humans. Other members of the primate family also display NVB through facial expressions. The Chimpanzee, for example, can show several emotions in this manner. Research has already been conducted looking at reproducing Chimpanzee facial expressions using 3D models and a Chimpanzee facial action coding system exists (Parr et al., 2007). This type of research may well help researchers better understand the evolution of facial expressions (Parr and Waller, 2006). If visualisation techniques can be applied to people, they can also be applied to other species to help facilitate the learning of animal behaviour or, in the case of Chimpanzees, it could even allow communication with an animal through a Chimpanzee avatar that displays Chimpanzee behaviour and facial expressions, thus allowing researchers to better understand how Chimpanzees communicate.

If it is an aspiration to enable virtual characters to display human behaviour accurately, then tests need to be conducted to discover how well people can identify behaviour from them, and to explore which more subtle behaviours would be required to identify intent. Gross movements, such as a walking or running, can have a different meaning depending on subtle facial expressions, changes of speed, or hand gestures. Research in these areas would enhance virtual social interactions. The literature suggests reproducing facial expressions on avatars reduces the tendency of observers to over trust (McDonnell et al., 2012, Steptoe et
al., 2010) although there is only a small number of studies in this area and more work would be needed to confirm this. However, no studies exist yet for the medium of video based 3D reconstructed avatars. It would, therefore, be interesting to test this medium alongside the others and see if a truth bias is present.

2.6 Summary

It is an exciting time for virtual reality with the costs of hardware (Oculus, Kinect) and software coming down and making its use financially viable for research, development and home consumers. Educational virtual environments/serious games are a growing market with companies recognising virtual reality’s capabilities for training and simulation. Virtual characters are a key area of research within virtual reality often acting as facilitators for learning or communication, as either agents or avatars, but currently representation of non-verbal behaviour is limited. Work is needed to ensure standards are set for the creation and use of virtual characters to enable them to display sufficient behavioural realism to allow for the identification and interpretation of behaviour.

Serious games offer a new approach to tackling sometimes difficult to teach subjects (these subjects can be difficult to teach because of expense (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007, Falloon, 2010, Dalgarno and Lee, 2010) or because their tasks are dangerous to approach without prior training (Rizzo and Kim, 2005). Virtual characters can act as guides or storytellers steering users towards learning outcomes (Sims, 2007) or they can represent a user in an immersive virtual environment (Vinayagamoorthy et al., 2004). VR and serious gaming can be used to train medical professionals (Graafland et al., 2012), can virtually teach police officers to conduct interviews (Frank et al., 2002) or can allow remote collaboration on tasks.
(Roberts et al., 2015b) in a manner more akin to the real world. In all of these tasks the ability to convey NVB is of benefit.

With regard to animal behaviour, the literature suggests that zoos have an obligation to teach visitors about their exhibits (WAZA, 2005) and need new and innovative ways of doing so. Research has identified that certain animals respond positively when keepers care for them by mimicking the animals’ behaviours (Jenvoid, 2008, Case et al., 2015), and some research has been carried out in these areas on teaching primate behaviour (Hay et al., 2000) (Crowell, 1997). Such scenarios illustrate that serious games are a way of teaching material that may otherwise be too expensive (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007, Falloon, 2010, Dalgarno and Lee, 2010) or too dangerous to teach (Rizzo and Kim, 2005). However, before moving onto undertaking research on more advanced studies, there is a need to examine whether CGI used in VEs contains sufficient detail for the identification of animal behaviour. By fixing viewpoint and scripting the user experience in a VE, it is possible to compare this experience with that of viewing film, in essence isolating the visual elements of both types of media, allowing a fair comparison.

In virtual reality and gaming synthetic characters are used as agents (non-player characters) or avatars (representation of the user). Two measures of virtual characters are realism and believability. The quality of character appearance and behaviour can impact upon our perception of them (believability). The theory of the Uncanny Valley (Bryant, 2005, Groom et al., 2009) suggests a correlation between user perception and realism. When a character gets a near realistic appearance, but not quite, it can become somehow sinister, or less believable, than a simpler cartoon version of itself. This effect can be seen in movie characters (Gutierrez, 2011) with some filmmakers reducing visual realism to avoid the
uncanny valley (Brenton et al., 2005, Weschler, 2002). This also occurs in games (Brenton et al., 2007). It is suggested that visual appearance and behaviour need to match so that characters do not cause unease (Brenton et al., 2005, Tromp et al., 1998).

It could be suggested that while visual realism has improved enormously in the past ten years, behavioural realism is taking longer to achieve the same level of success. In 2006 Vinayagamoorthy et al. (Vinayagamoorthy et al., 2006) produced a state-of-the-art paper about building expressions into virtual characters. In computer games it is evident that many of the areas discussed are still not being implemented commercially and characters are still somewhat “wooden”, as the authors stated in 2006. This is evident in avatar communication, with older titles initially using text based communication before switching to voiceover IP (Halloran et al., 2003, Halloran et al., 2004). Social presence is impacted upon by communication bandwidth (Peña and Hancock, 2006), so the more communicative cues that are available, the better. The inclusion of NVB, such as facial expressions, could, therefore, enhance social presence. It is known that authored avatars can be driven using depth cameras (Faceshift, 2015) such as the Kinect (Kinect). It is, therefore, not a huge leap to posit that player facial expressions could one day be transmitted in real-time to their avatar in multiplayer games. However, if there is a push towards higher NVB in gaming or VR and, in particular, in visually immersive applications, there is also a potential hurdle in the current display technologies. It is not, presently, possible to capture facial expressions while wearing HMDs, nor can many people afford, or have the room for, a spatially immersive display. Even if this were possible, stereoscopic glasses would occlude some parts of the upper face, thus currently the capture of facial expressions in visually immersive technologies is problematic. One possible solution is video based 3D reconstructed avatars (Roberts et al., 2015a).
The studies which have been discussed show that both avatar users (Peña et al., 2012) (Fox et al., 2013) and viewers (Behrend et al., 2012) are influenced by avatar appearance. Should developers be looking at introducing more NVC from users so as to better represent them? In serious games, in particular, this would be very useful. As previously discussed, a large amount of human communication is through NVB and, in emergency situations, all communication could be important. One area of particular interest is facial expressions. What effects do render styles have on identifying facial expressions? Are they as effective as video? Can users take the same information from authored abstract and 3D reconstructed avatar representations as they can from video?

To summarise, this literature review adds knowledge to the area of serious games, identifying that zoos need a better way of informing visitors about animal behaviour (Davies, 2000) which could also contribute to conservation education which is a main aim of zoos (WAZA, 2005). In addition, the review identifies that zoologists could benefit from a better way of learning about animal behaviour and, in particular how to mimic it (Jenvoid, 2008, Case et al., 2015). The researcher suggest that the creation of animal behaviour training applications could be of use to both the general public, zoology students and zoo staff. It would be of upmost importance to ensure that the virtual animal visual realism was to a standard whereby viewers would be able to identify animal behaviour. Without this they would not be fit for purpose.

This review contributes to the area of virtual characters. The researcher has identified a possible trend across the literature that suggests reproducing facial expressions on avatars reduces the tendency of observers to over trust (McDonnell et al., 2012, Steptoe et al., 2010). It should be noted, however, that due to the small number of studies available, more
work will be needed in this area to prove this, while, in addition, more work should be undertaken to identify whether facial action coding (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) could be used as a way of comparing the quality of user representation across different media, rather than its normal use to code images. There are already studies which have used real people (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and authored avatars (McDonnell et al., 2012, Steptoe et al., 2010) for lie detection, but no studies yet exist in the field of video based 3D reconstructed avatars. It would, therefore, be interesting to test this medium alongside the others and see if a truth bias is present. It is important to identify if truth bias is exaggerated in avatars with lower behavioural realism because this would allow users to potentially pick an avatar with a lower behavioural realism in order to gain a trust advantage. If this was used in conjunction with other advantages that are possible through avatar visual appearance (Peña et al., 2012) (Fox et al., 2013), it could become a transformed social interaction (Bailenson et al., 2004, Bailenson and Beall, 2006). This could have both positive and negative impacts on avatar mediated communication.
3 Chapter 3 - Experiment 1: Gross behaviour identification – a comparison of video and CGI for the identification of Chimpanzee behaviour.

3.1 Introduction

Knowledge of social interactions between animals has traditionally been passed on through standard teaching materials such as lectures, books, documentaries and field work. Serious games may be well suited to teaching animal behaviour as they allow easy control of what is presented, and interaction, both in moving around the environment and in effecting the behaviour of the virtual animals. This study compares how the visual qualities of computer generated imagery (CGI) and video on its own impact on identification and enjoyment. This has been undertaken partly because other work has shown how some human behaviours can be more easily communicated using CGI (Smith et al., 2012b) and also to allow the impact of visual qualities to be better understood before studying the interaction.

The identification of the social behaviour of humans and animals from visual mediums has a number of potential uses, such as training through to psychology. Past studies have compared film with interactive virtual environments (Morgan et al., 2002), however, the impact of visual differences in the media on behaviour identification has been studied less. It is known that more detail is often represented in film, whereas unnecessary detail can be left out in CGI. Behaviour, such as the eye gaze of a child with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), has been shown with great clarity using simplified virtual representations (Adams et al., 2009); furthermore, scenes can be tailored to fit an application rather than exactly mimic reality. Rizzo and Kim state that, in some instances, it is not required that VR exactly copy reality, due to constraints such as time and safety (Rizzo and
Kim, 2005). This report uses virtual Chimpanzees to depict various social behaviours. This allows the user to view a simplified representation of events without being distracted by secondary actions or unnecessary detail within the scene. The aim of this experiment is to measure the relative performance and experience of identifying animal behaviours from CGI and video.

3.2 Method

A Chimpanzee keeper was motion captured mimicking Chimpanzee behaviour and the animations were applied to virtual Chimpanzees. Film was then captured of captive Chimpanzees (real film). Behavioural animations were matched to the real film for the virtual Chimpanzees and footage captured of this (CGI film). Both films were then condensed to less than three minutes in duration. These films were shown to n=20 participants who were asked to identify the Chimpanzee behaviour. Participants were split into two groups of ten. One group was tested via a standard laptop, the other group via a large projected display. In each group, half the participants watched the CGI film first and the other half watched the real film first. The experiment used a repeated measure within subjects’ design for the primary overarching task of behaviour identification and between subjects’ design for the influence of display. The duration of the experiment was approximately twenty minutes.

3.2.1 Thesis and Hypothesis

The thesis of this experiment is that CGI and virtual animals can be created to represent animal behaviours, mimicking those seen in real life and captured on film. The interactive
aspects of virtual environments are put aside in order to examine how the visual qualities of CGI and film on its own impact on users’ ability to identify behaviour and their enjoyment while doing so. The following hypotheses were specifically tested:

H1: There will be no significant difference in the identification of simple behaviour across the two visual mediums.

H2: The participant will perceive the visual fidelity of the CGI film to be high enough for basic behaviour identification.

H3 The participants will perceive the real film to be more enjoyable than the CGI film.

3.2.2 Scope

This study examines how participant experience is affected by the use of different visual media, the first trial being a film that is a faithful representation, the second trial a film captured from a virtual environment (CGI film), that is, an abstract representation. During the experiment, behaviour identification and the participants’ impression of visual fidelity and enjoyment were measured. In addition, participants could comment on each medium. Thus, the experiment allowed for the measurement of the visual suitability of a virtual environment for the identification of animal behaviour.

3.2.3 Variables

The dependent and independent variables are discussed below.
Independent Variables

The conditions of the experiment used visual media and display technology. The visual medium variables were CGI film and real film. The variables for the display were a laptop (low immersion) and a large projected display (high immersion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Laptop</th>
<th>OCTAVE (single screen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Video</td>
<td>RVI</td>
<td>RV0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI Video</td>
<td>CGII</td>
<td>CGIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4. Independent Variables*

Dependent Variables

Three dependent variables were collected. Firstly, there was behaviour identification, where a simple scoring system was used. A correct identification scored 1 and an incorrect identification scored 0. A maximum accuracy score of 8 could be achieved if all were correctly identified. In each medium, seven of the eight behaviours were present and one was not. Secondly, visual fidelity and thirdly enjoyment data were collected on a bespoke questionnaire using a seven point Likert scale with a balanced number of questions and counter questions for each.

3.2.4 Procedure

Each participant read about several Chimpanzees’ behaviours using written descriptions taken from an ethogram (catalogue) of Chimpanzee behaviour. These behaviours were
selected by a group of primate experts from The University of Salford’s School of Environment and Life Sciences. Each participant was shown two short films, one was footage of real captive Chimpanzees, the other was of virtual Chimpanzees. Both films were approximately two and a half minutes long and illustrated various Chimpanzee behaviours. Participants then had a second chance to review the written behavioural descriptions before again watching the two films. They were permitted to make notes as they watched the films. On completion they were given a questionnaire that allowed for the collection of objective measures of task performance and subjective measures of experience. Participants were asked to record behaviour identification only if a behaviour had been viewed at least once.

3.2.5 Subjects

N=20 participants from the University of Salford staff and students were recruited to take part in the study; 14 were male and 6 female. It should be noted that it would have been better to recruit an equal number of male and female participants. The mode age range was 21-30 years (45%). Participants were not paid for taking part. The majority of participants either never, or only occasionally, played games (80%). Participants were free to leave the study at any point with no explanation needed. It was explained that the results of the experiment were anonymous and that the participants were not in competition with each other. Only the researcher and his research partners would see the results. Participants were not rushed at any point and were free to ask the researcher any questions.
3.2.6 Ethics

Ethical approval was gained for the study from the University’s Ethics Board. The approval number was CST 12/51. The experiment’s participants were given an information sheet and a consent form. The information sheet explained to the participants the general theme of the study and what they might expect to see. The consent form informed the participants of the anonymity of data, of their right to leave at any time during the experiment, and of their right to have their data completely removed.

3.2.7 Apparatus

The techniques used for the creation of the CGI film and the real film are described below. In addition, there is a brief description of the display technologies used.

Experimental Virtual Environment and Video creation process

In order to test the value of using VE technologies as an aid in teaching animal behaviour and in contributing to conservation education, an experimental VE, firstly, had to be built. This could then act as the test bed for the behaviours and allow user performance in the environment to be measured against performance in another medium. An experiment was used to test the behaviour identification affordance of the VE medium (CGI film) and to compare it with a standard film medium, thus allowing the basic performance of the VE to be measured independently of interaction and then contrast the user experience with that of the standard film.
Modelling – Modelling for the project was undertaken in Autodesk 3DS Max (Autodesk, 2015a). The environment and the virtual Chimpanzees were produced using low polygon modelling techniques (4694 polygons per Chimpanzee) in an effort to keep up performance while maintaining adequate visual realism. The idea was to keep the polygon count low enough so as to enable the model to run in real-time at a sufficient frame rate. If the frame rate is allowed to drop to low then the environment starts to stagger and an effect called lag can be seen, thus diminishing the user experience. Once the characters were created they were given a bones’ system which was used to deform the skin mesh when the characters were animated. They were then exported into Autodesk motion builder in order to have some motion capture data assigned to them. This motion capture data would bring them to life.

Texturing – All textures for the project were created using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe, 2015). The texture sizes were kept to a minimum that allowed for optimum real-time performance whilst maintaining an acceptable level of detail. All textures are square and saved in a dds file format. The use of smaller more optimal textures improves loading times and performance.
Motion Capture – Chimpanzees are very dangerous animals. For safety, and so as not to upset the animals, it was decided that a zookeeper would be motion tracked acting out the Chimpanzee behaviours. As keepers have first-hand experience of the animals, and are familiar with their behaviours and movements, this was seen to be the optimal way to capture their motions. The MOCAP for the project was conducted using a Qualisys Motion Capture Facility (Qualisys, 2015) using a VICON suit (Vicon, 2015). The data was then cleaned and imported into Autodesk Motion Builder where it was placed upon a character. Once ready, this character could then be exported back into 3Ds Max (Autodesk, 2015a) and then into Quest3D (ACT3D, 2015) for real-time output.
Animation – Animation for the project was created using motion capture data and key framing techniques. The three pieces of software used for this were Qualisys (Qualisys, 2015), Autodesk 3Ds Max (Autodesk, 2015a) and Motion Builder (Autodesk, 2016).

Rendering Engine – When looking at the best way to create the simulation, it was apparent that time would be a limiting factor. There would only be one person developing the project (Model creation, motion capture, animation and programming). This meant that an engine had to be chosen that was not only powerful and flexible but also could provide swift development. Quest3D (ACT3D, 2015) is a real-time rendering engine that allows for visual programming. It also has an application programming interface (API) that allows the user to hand code any additional channels that are needed. It is a powerful and flexible tool and was the ideal choice for the project.
CGI film production

The CGI film was created by screen capturing footage from the experimental virtual environment. This was edited into a short sequence with no audio.
Real film

Film footage was captured showing Chimpanzee behaviour. This was edited into a short sequence with no audio. It should be noted that it was a time consuming process waiting for the Chimpanzees to display particular behaviours and there was no guarantee that this would happen which, in itself, could add weight to the argument for some kind of virtual training application.

Fig. 18. Approach behaviour.

Fig. 19. Eating behaviour.
Hardware/Display technology

Display Variable 1 used a gaming laptop. Display Variable 2 used a large projected screen within the OCTAVE (Roberts et al., 2013a) allowing for a life sized, first person experience.

3.2.8 Questionnaire design

A questionnaire was designed and split into two sections; the first section contained a brief personality questionnaire and the second section posed questions related to the experiment. The personality questionnaire determined a participant’s suitability for the experiment. The experiment section contained a behavioural identification section. Participants could tick off the behaviours that they had identified in each of the films. In addition, an experience section consisting of twenty questions (including counter questions) measured enjoyment, presense and visual fidelity. A seven point Likert scale measured participants’ opinions.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Behavioural identification performance

A McNemars test was used to compare performance across the media. There was a strong trend towards better performance in CGII (83.8% correct) when measured against CGIo (75% correct). This was significant (P=0.039). Participants performed better in RVl (83.8% correct) than in RVo (82.5% correct). This was not significant (P=0.9999). Therefore, only the CGI medium performed better in low immersion. Participants performed equally in RVl (83.8% correct) and in CGII (83.8% correct). This was not significant (P=0.9999). There was a trend towards better performance in RVo (82.5% correct) when measured against CGIo (75% correct). This was not significant (P=0.143). Overall the real video (83.1% correct) performed better than CGI (79.4% correct) but not significantly (p=0.377).

There were differences in the qualitative data collected suggesting that the real film was busy and unpredictable, with comments such as “The film required attention to be focused everywhere to witness behaviours, however the VE (CGI Film) could focus on a particular behaviour.” The qualitative data also suggested that the film contained more subtle movements and intent “The key issue is granularity. Gross actions were identifiable in both, but nuance and purpose only really came through in the film. For approach you could see contact between two individuals in the film but VR (CGI Film) did not establish this and the animals could have just wandered closer.”
3.3.2 Visual fidelity

A Mann-Whitney U Test was conducted to compare participants’ impression of the visual fidelity of the mediums. The Mann-Whitney U Test showed a significant difference in participants’ impression of visual fidelity levels; CGII results (Md = 6.0, n = 50) and CGIo results (Md = 5.0, n = 50), U = 861.5, z = -2.764, p = 0.006, r = -0.2764, with a trend towards better performance in CGII. This suggests that low immersion offered participants a better impression of visual fidelity. Overall 80% of the participants viewing the films on the laptop or on the Octave believed that the visual fidelity was high enough to identify behaviour.
However, the qualitative data suggested that there was room for improvement with participant comments such as “Movement of animals in VR (CGI film) was strange at some points.” Another participant stated “Also the VE (CGI film) has the ape’s movements not so smooth and this was a bit distracting.” This suggests that the movement was detracting from the user experience.

Graph 3. Whether visual fidelity of CGI is high enough for behaviour identification.
3.3.3 Enjoyment

A Mann-Whitney U Test was conducted for the conditions: ‘the film was more enjoyable on the laptop’ and ‘the film was more enjoyable on the Octave’. The Mann-Whitney U Test showed a significant difference in participants’ enjoyment levels; RVI results (Md = 4.0, n = 40) and RVo results (Md = 5.0, n = 40), U = 533.5, z = -2.611, p = 0.009, r = -0.29, with a trend towards higher enjoyment of the RVo. Interestingly, the real film condition was preferred on the larger Octave screen, while the CGI conditions’ performance improved and was equal to the film on the smaller laptop display.

Graph 4. Whether the video was more enjoyable than the CGI video.
3.4 Discussion

The research question set out at the start of the thesis was ‘How do the visual qualities of computer generated imagery (CGI) and film impact on identification and enjoyment?’ The results suggest there is no significant difference between CGI and film for the identification of simple animal behaviour, which was in line with a similar study examining identification of children’s classroom behaviour (Smith et al., 2012a) which was published as this study concluded. This suggests that the CGI film contained enough relevant realism for gross behaviour identification which implies that additional detailing may be a waste of resources and, potentially, a distraction. Further work would be needed in this area to examine this more closely. A possible way of improving this study would be to conduct further experimentation using various levels of detail to try and establish minimum requirements for gross behaviour recognition, allowing a baseline or standard to be established.

Looking more closely at the results for behaviour identification, participants performed better in the low immersion condition (laptop) than in the high immersion condition (Octave); a significant difference was shown in the CGI medium with low immersion outperforming high immersion. This could be attributed to rendering artefacts (aliasing) and pixelation becoming more prominent as screen size increased, while media resolution remained the same; pixelation was also present in the video medium as the screen size increased. However, in the video medium this did not result in a significant difference in performance during behaviour identification.

In qualitative data collected it was noted that the CGI film did not contain sufficient detail to illustrate subtle movements and intent. This is a problem as these subtle behaviours help the viewer interpret meaning behind larger motions. It should be noted, however, that
performance could have been affected by the quality of acting performance given by the zoo
keeper which was used to capture the Chimpanzee behaviours, and/or the fidelity at which
the motions were captured (number of markers, etc.). Today these subtleties could be added
with extra effort and resources such as a trained actors, facial capture, higher resolution
motion capture and key framing to add small movements. However, at the time of
conducting this study, software tools for facial capture and its real time deployment were
not available. Now, it would also be worth considering other mediums for this purpose such
as 3D reconstructed video to directly capture the Chimpanzees’ behaviour; however, finding
an appropriate capture space and blending animation motion sets would be problematic.

Identifying levels of relevant realism for specific tasks has been undertaken in other fields.
Biology books utilise media such as line drawings of anatomy or simplified images showing
areas demarked by colour in addition to photography. Each type of image is used to help
the learning process as the way they are presented makes it easier to identify certain features
(Dwyer JR, 1968). This does not occur with CGI. Rendering may occur in a wireframe
when when it is desirable to show that not many triangles have been used in a mesh, or to
show the topology flow, but there is no guide that tells users which rendering style may be
best for a particular style of learning, nor is it known how much detail is needed for optimum
learning. In virtual environments unique opportunities are presented to tailor scenes for
learning. Details can be removed in order to make scenes uncluttered, or camera paths can
be designed that focus the user’s attention on certain attributes, whether through model
layout or camera depth of field. In effect, it is possible to play with variables and try to find
the appropriate level of ‘relevant realism’.
The use of CGI allows the user experience to be controlled. In serious games, behaviours and events can be triggered when required, allowing for behaviour to be seen on demand. In the real world, animals choose when they want to do something and quite often take their time in doing so. It is possible to spend hours making observations and never see the desired behaviour. Therefore, serious games could supplement observation training. Past studies suggest that serious games could be used to update, and add to, teaching material (Pan et al., 2006a). However, they need to be fit for purpose and not created for the sake of using technology.

People visit zoos as a form of entertainment (Ross and Gillespie, 2009), so it is important that they enjoy the learning process which can take place in zoos. Participants’ impression of enjoyment was split according to which platform the media was viewed on, with the film preferred on the higher immersion projected screen and the CGI film performing equally well as the film on the lower immersion laptop screen. This could, potentially, be due to the rendering artefacts in the CGI film becoming more prominent when viewed at a larger scale or that the increased scale exposed missing detail in the CGI film. A truer test may have been to scale the resolution, as the display scaled, but due to hardware constraints at the time this was not possible. There were also positive comments such as “I think the virtual environment would be a great teaching aid and as children/young people are so exposed to technology it would be easy to include with minimal disruption whilst allowing for information to be passed on in a fun and engaging manner”. This would suggest that, with improvement to visual quality for larger displays, the CGI film would be fit for purpose. Overall, the results do suggest that CGI could potentially be used as an alternative to film as a teaching aid to learn about animal behaviours and also within zoos for conservation education, which is one of the main aims of zoos globally (WAZA, 2005).
3.5 Summary

Currently, human and animal behaviour is learnt through observation and standard teaching material. This study suggests that serious games could be a new and innovative way of teaching such behaviour. However, prior to exploring free viewpoint serious games, it was deemed necessary to investigate the impact of visual differences in the media from a fixed viewpoint, thus checking whether any advantage or disadvantage can be identified during free viewpoint studies which would not be due to visual differences in media. The findings suggest that when a viewpoint is fixed people can identify gross animal behaviour equally well in both mediums and previous studies have also shown this for human behaviour (Smith et al., 2012a). In addition, the findings suggest a trend towards better performance in low immersion. However, imagery being scaled up with no increase in resolution could potentially have impacted upon this finding. This work validates the study of free viewpoint interaction and whether it is a benefit or distraction when learning about animal behaviour. In conjunction with this, it would be interesting to study how gradual increases in the levels of immersion impact on learning and enjoyment and whether there is an optimal immersion level for this. Below is presented a summary of the main advantages and disadvantages identified in this experiment.

3.5.1 Advantages of CGI visuals for portraying animal behaviour

1. CGI allows for the level of detail to be managed, thus stopping users from being distracted.
2. CGI allows behaviours to be split into levels. Basic movements could be taught first and then subtle behaviours could be added in.
3. CGI allows for the tailoring of scenarios. Scenarios can be designed to last for a set
duration and to contain all the necessary information.

4. There was no significant difference between the CGI film and real film when
learning about basic animal behaviours. (This suggests adequate relevant realism.)

### 3.5.2 Disadvantages of CGI visuals for portraying animal behaviour

1. CGI lacks subtlety of movement and intent. Such subtleties could be added, to a
certain extent, with extra resources. However, some users found additional detail
distracting.

2. The CGI environment lacks visual richness. Again, this could be added in with extra
time and resources.

### 3.5.3 Contributions of this experiment

The contributions made by this experiment are listed below.

1. The identification of a possible trend across the literature that suggests zoos need a
better way of informing visitors about animal behaviour, thus contributing to
conservation education.

2. The identification of a possible gap in the literature that suggests zoologists would
benefit from a better way of learning about animal behaviour.

3. Demonstrating that CGI demonstrating low level NVB is sufficient for the
identification of gross NVB on a par with video.

4. The identification of a possible issue with the identification of behavioural intent due
to lack of subtle NVB.
5. Methodological contribution – motion tracking a zoo keeper who mimicked primate behaviour.
Chapter 4 - Experiment 2: Lie detection – a comparison of video and 3D video for the detection of deception

4.1 Introduction

This experiment compared the detection of deceit across video conferencing and a 3D video based computer graphic medium. The purpose was to determine if the process of 3D reconstruction influenced trust by reducing the details of facial expression. The inspiration for this experiment came from a small number of previous studies in the natural (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and virtual world (Steptoe et al., 2010, McDonnell et al., 2012) that suggest a stronger tendency to over trust a person when their facial expression is hidden. However, due to the small number of studies that have been undertaken, more work would be needed in this area before firm conclusions could be made. A virtual avatar that copies head and eye movement but not face movements, could be argued as being akin to a person wearing a mask. Thus the opening research question is: Would a 3D medium that removed this mask, result in a truth bias akin to video and thus the real world? Two confederates (senders) each gave a set of accounts, of which half were true. These were captured and transmitted simultaneously using 2D and full 3D video based communication mediums. Recordings of these sessions were later examined by a set of participants. N=21 participants (receivers) who were asked to determine which accounts were true. Measures were taken of: accuracy at detecting truth and deceit, tendency to over trust and the effort undertaken in determining truthfulness. Data were captured using a questionnaire and functional near infrared spectroscopy. The results showed that, despite an obvious visual reduction in quality, the receivers performed and worked to a similar degree in both mediums. The findings of this experiment are of interest to those developing 3D telepresence technologies and virtual humans, and to those concerned with the trustworthiness of a medium.
Previous studies in virtual reality have discussed avatars that hide true identity and appearance (Bailenson and Beall, 2006). Such avatars could have an application in protecting anonymity and reducing prejudice. However, identity and appearance are relevant in many situations where truthfulness must be determined. Furthermore, spatial aspects of non-verbal behaviour, such as mutual eye gaze, are relevant to the detection of deceit (Ekman, 1985), thus giving a reason to use 3D other than to hide identity. The researcher wanted to know if a 3D avatar, designed to faithfully portray identity and appearance, would have sufficient quality of facial reproduction to avoid an exaggeration of the truth bias. Any method for capturing and reproducing a person in 3D induces errors. Previous truth detection studies have limited these errors by using camera tracking to accurately detect markers on the face, and doing much of the modelling off line. Approaches to faithfully reproducing appearance and identity in real time, especially when not impacting on the naturalness of behaviour, can ill afford such luxuries.

In essence, representation through a pre-modelled avatar, brought to life by motion tracking, could be argued as being akin to wearing a mask. The overarching research question is: would a 3D medium, that removed this mask, result in a truth bias akin to video and thus the real world? In order to faithfully communicate identity, appearance and attention, telepresence researchers at The University of Salford are developing a telepresence approach that uses shape-from-silhouette to reconstruct users from live video allowing people to walk around 3D reconstructed versions of each other. The group have experience of how this approach impacts on facial reproduction, and it is known that it offers a direct comparison to video. Thus a derivative of the research question is: Do the shortcomings of the method for reconstruction contribute to a distortion in truth bias?
When describing the technology approach used, the terms virtuality avatar and virtuality telepresence are used to distinguish from conventional authored avatars and the immersive collaborative virtual environments that use them. The term virtuality is used as these avatars reflect the current real appearance of their owners, in addition to simplying their movements. A conventional avatar is authored offline and later driven by the tracked motion of its owner. As discrete tracking points drive the simulation of movement, some compare this to a puppet following strings.

Throughout this work the term sender will be used to represent the person communicating (truth or lies) and the term receiver for the person detecting the truthfulness of the communication. These terms are commonly used in the psychology literature on lie detection.

In order to compare the work to 2D video, a viewpoint was matched when recording from the 3D video stream. This allowed time stamped films to be created from each medium, to ensure that participants were given equal representations of non-verbal behaviour during the lie detection, allowing a fair comparison. The introduction of a free viewpoint at this stage would not have allowed this.

### 4.2 Research Question

The research question is:

How do different avatar representations of the same motion data set impact upon trust?
4.3 Hypotheses

In an experiment a sender gave true and false accounts, each sent through both an avatar reconstructed from multiple videos, and through conventional video conferencing. Receivers then watched video footage of both. It was hypothesised that receivers would perform better using the footage of the video conferencing. The rationale is that the detail of the facial expression would be lost or distorted through the reconstruction process. This would make facial expressions harder to identify and, thus, make it more difficult to detect truthfulness.

Hypotheses:

When receivers observe footage of a 3D reconstructed avatar rather than video conferencing:

H1: The accuracy of determining truthfulness will be significantly less.
H2: Cognitive workload will be significantly higher when determining truthfulness.

While it is expected that the reconstructed avatar will be inferior to video conferencing, the experiment tests whether there will be sufficient visual quality to convey truthfulness.

4.4 Method

This experiment investigates whether avatars, reconstructed in real time using shape-from-silhouette, overcome the reported problem of people trusting CGI avatars too much. To test this, the gap between 3D reconstructed video and video conferencing in portraying deceit is
measured. Two senders each gave a set of accounts of which half were true. These were captured and transmitted simultaneously across two mediums. Recordings of these sessions were later examined by sets of participants. As discussed in section 1.4.3 Detection of Deception, n=21 receivers were asked to determine which accounts were true.

4.4.1 Scope

The scope of this experiment was to test if the impoverished facial representation of 3D reconstructed avatars, results in those using the medium to determine truthfulness, over trusting them. The reason that this might occur is that a lack of facial expressions has been shown to have this effect when using pre-modelled fixed expression authored abstract avatars or voice alone. To isolate the impact of visual reproduction from that of support for spatial qualities, the viewpoint has been fixed for the 3D video capture process, close to that seen through the 2D videoconferencing condition; thus not measuring the benefits of support for mutual gaze and interpersonal distance, instead leaving this for a later study. The study discusses the results together with a small number of previous studies to test what the researcher believes a survey of the literature suggests: that a lack of facial expression possibly increases truth bias. However, this was not tested as rigorously as the researcher would have liked. The reason being that the experiment did not implement a third condition to directly test an authored abstract avatar. This was because, in order to record the facial tracking information needed, cameras would have had to be positioned closer to the face. These cameras would have occluded the capture subject from the 3D reconstruction cameras in the capture space. There are different methods available to capture and reproduce the face’s impact on quality in different ways. It is likely that another approach, for example
depth-based reconstruction, might produce different results. The results from this study may only be valid for shape-from-silhouette.

4.4.2 Session capture

In this section the set-up of the hardware configurations and session capture process is explained. Firstly, the environments that the sender and questioner occupied are described, in particular, how the information was captured and displayed in both, alongside a brief overview of the technology that linked these spaces through display and capture. Secondly, the telecommunication systems are described.

The sender environment

Each sender was captured within the OCTAVE display system (O'Hare, 2015) designed for telepresence research. The system uses ten HD cameras positioned at the top of the display walls. Figure 21 shows the capture space with someone being captured within it. Figure 22 diagrammatically illustrates the camera positions in the context of the walls and the capture subject, in addition it depicts the camera cones, from the silhouette of the capture subject from each camera image (Roberts et al., 2013b). Only one screen of the immersive display used displayed the videoconference session; the others provided combined lighting and Chroma keying. The display used at the sender’s end of the videoconference was a simulation grade active surface. Each of the eight display surfaces are 4x2m and use Christie S+3K Stereo DLP. They were run in mono with a resolution of 1400x1050 at 102Hz. During capture, defuse and ambient light from the OCTAVE’s fourteen projectors (6 ceiling and 8
wall) and defuse spotlights were combined to achieve clear lighting and contrast of the capture subject’s face. The room’s strip lighting was also turned on.

Fig. 21. The sender environment. The sender stands in the centre of the capture suite. A Macbook Pro connected to a webcam captures their image and transmits it through Skype. Simultaneously, multiple cameras (see Fig. 22) are recording and streaming images of the sender for 3D reconstruction.

Fig. 22. Camera placement with respect to the sender position and display walls. Silhouette cones joins each camera to the silhouette edges of the sender as seen by that camera. Copyright IEEE (Roberts et al., 2013b).
The environment shared by the questioner and session display and capture

The interviewer was in a separate office, along with two large televisions, each connected to a respective computer. One television showed the live video conference, the other a live 3D reconstruction. In both cases, the head and shoulders of the sender filled the screen. In one this embodiment was 2D video, in the other 3D a reconstructed avatar using shape-from-silhouette. A camera facing each screen recorded the respective embodiment and the sound coming from the videoconference link. A web cam was positioned above one of the televisions recording the questioner who stood in front of it. The video from the web cam was transmitted to the sender environment. Screen and camera update rates were both set to 50Hz, which allowed the two to work most effectively together.

Fig. 23. The environment shared by the questioner and the session display and capture. The 3D reconstruction was on the top screen and the video conferencing on the right.
Telecommunication equipment and set up

The video conferencing and the 3D reconstruction system displayed the head and shoulders of the sender on identically large wide HD screens. Both systems captured the sender simultaneously. The audio from the video conferencing was used for both. There was no discernible difference in the latency of the two systems. Both gave good lip-sync.

The video conferencing software was Skype which, at the time of the experiment, was the prevalent commodity system, widely used at work and home. The version of Skype used was 6.7.0.373. The network was a wireless 1Gb private network under light load. The Skype was run at both ends on Mac Mini computers. These were connected via a 1Gb wireless network under low utilisation.

The 3D reconstruction system created a real-time avatar, utilising both geometry and texture, using shape-from-silhouette. The reconstruction method is outlined in (Duckworth and Roberts, 2014). The capture and pre-processing method is covered in (Moore et al., 2010) while the method of creating form is based on the EPVH algorithm (Franco and Boyer, 2009). The experiment utilised parallelisation to produce real-time frame rates, from 10 HD cameras, on one computer, as described in the study of (Duckworth and Roberts, 2012). The reconstructed avatar was formed, textured and viewed on it. Pairs of video streams were taken by five DELL duel core PCs. These ten streams were then sent to a MacBook Pro in the questioner’s room. This laptop undertook image pre-processing, including generating silhouettes, reconstruction and rendering. It achieved this at between 20 to 30 fps dependent on the segmentation complexity of shape-from-silhouette from each camera.
Procedure

Two senders were asked by a questioner to give true and false accounts to four questions. Each sender was asked to walk inside the capture system, stand close to an X on the floor, and face a display wall. Displayed on this wall was a questioner seen in an office through a videoconferencing session. The sender and questioner exchanged pleasantries. The questioner explained to each sender that they would be asked four questions, to which the sender should provide a true and false account. The sender was asked to make each account around one minute long, to randomise the order in which they told truth and lies, and not to tell the questioner which account was true until after all were given. The questioner then asked each question in turn, waiting between each response allowing two accounts to be given. The sender gave these accounts accordingly and, at the end, said which were true.

The questions asked were:

Q1. “In under a minute each could you describe two accounts of your route to work today for me please?”
Q2. “In under a minute each could you describe two accounts of a sporting achievement from your past please?”
Q3. “In under a minute each could you describe two accounts of a comical story from your past please?”

One of the following two questions was specifically addressed to each sender in an attempt to add pressure:
Q4. “I have been sending you emails marked urgent and you have not yet responded, could you give me two accounts as to why?”

Q5. “You are in charge of the commercial partnership with body A. Could you give me two accounts as to how this relationship is going?”

Each account was transmitted simultaneously through the two mediums of 3D reconstructed video and video conferencing to two wide screen televisions in the questioner’s room. Video from cameras facing these two screens was used to create 24 short clips.

**Subjects**

Two senders were recruited. Each worked within the University in roles of commercial engagement. They were chosen as both had excellent communication skills. This was done in an effort to not bias the experiment through using a sender not competent at public speaking or an actor expert in deception through acting. The senders knew the author. One of them knew the questioner.

### 4.4.3 Detection of Deception

This section outlines the design and implementation of the study to determine the ability of each medium to portray truthfulness.

**Procedure:**

N=21 receivers watched the series of 24 videos, choosing which were true and false accounts. Each receiver entered a computer lab and sat at a desktop computer. A pad was placed on
their forehead to measure cognitive load. A band holding it was tightened around their head. Wires were attached. A head scarf was wrapped over this equipment to shield it from light and perhaps make the participant less self-conscious. They were asked to follow the instructions on the screen. These told them to watch a series of videos, selecting after each either a button for true or false, based on their overall judgment of the account. They were also asked to press a button each time they thought they detected a lie; however, this data was not used as many reported later to have delayed their decision.

**Subjects:**

The receivers were recruited from University staff and students: 19 were male and 2 were female. The number of male and female subjects was not matched as they were not interacting with the senders. All were healthy and had the mean age of 37.38 with standard deviation of ± 9.73 years. Recruitment was undertaken via email. Most worked or studied at the University. 17 were staff and 4 were students. The experiment lasted approximately 20 minutes. The participants were not paid for taking part.

**Receiver environment:**

Each receiver sat in the same computer lab but at a different time. The videos were displayed using E-Prime (EPrime, 2015) for randomisation and data collection on a standard desktop computer with inbuilt speakers for audio. A continuous wave functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) system (fNIRDevices, 2016) was utilised to measure prefrontal cortex activity. fNIRS is similar to functional magnetic resonance imaging in that it provides a hemodynamic measurement of brain activity. fNIRS employs optical signalling to record oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin concentration changes which, in turn, can be
used to provide a measure of cognitive workload. By recording optical density changes at two differing wavelengths (700nm and 830nm) the relative change over time in oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin can be calculated using the modified Beer-Lambert Law.

Data was collected at 2Hz using Cognitive Optical Brain Imaging (COBI) Studio software (COBI, 2015). Raw fNIRS light intensities were subjected to signal processing to remove any motion or physiological artefacts (heart rate or respiration rate) by employing a linear phase low pass finite impulse response filter with a cut off frequency of 0.1Hz.

![Participant environment. The participant is sat facing a desktop machine that is running the sender movies in E Prime. The participant is wearing an fNIRs sensor with a scarf wrapped around it to ensure light did not affect the data captured.](image)

**4.4.4 Variables**

The dependent and independent variables are described below.

**Independent Variables**
The conditions looked at were medium and truthfulness. The medium of video conferencing was tested against that of virtuality telepresence. Two senders were each asked to give both a true and false account in answer to four questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Videoconferencing</th>
<th>Virtuality</th>
<th>Telepresence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truthful</td>
<td>VCt</td>
<td>VTt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceitful</td>
<td>VCd</td>
<td>VTd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5. Independent variables*

**Dependent Variables**

The dependent variables were the success of determining truthfulness in each medium and changes in the level of cognitive effort while doing so. The scoring scheme was simple in that the correct identification of truthfulness (i.e. the correct identification of a truthful or a deceitful account) was scored with 1 and an incorrect judgement with 0. Thus, for a given medium, given that there were 6 accounts, if all truths and lies were correctly identified a maximum score of 6 would be obtained, and if none were identified the participant would obtain a total score of 0. In addition, data on cognitive load using fNIRS were collected while the receivers conducted the task. This data measured the change in the oxygenation of the blood in the prefrontal cortex. Increases in oxygenation are an indication of an increase in cognitive load.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Number of successes in determining the truthfulness of account</td>
<td>0 to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation</td>
<td>Change in oxygenation of the blood in the prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>-1 to 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6. Dependent Variables*

### 4.4.5 Ethics

Ethical approval was gained for the study from the University ethics board. The approval number was CST 12/51. The ethical approval included approval of the information sheet and the consent form. The information sheet explained to the participants the general theme of the study and what they might expect. The consent form informed participants of the anonymity of data, the right to leave at any time and the right to have one’s data completely removed.
4.4.6 Participants

In total N=23 participants were involved in the experiment. Two confederates were initially captured to produce the test media. Twenty one participants undertook the lie detection experiment.

4.4.7 Analysis method

Paired samples t-tests were used to compare the correct identification of truthfulness. A Pearson correlation test was used to compare cognitive load.

4.5 Results

A quantitative analysis looked at task performance and an indication of cognitive load, and then correlated the two.

When testing H1 (Accuracy of determining truthfulness will be significantly less when determining truthfulness through the reconstructed avatar), no significant difference was found. This hypothesis was tested using a paired samples t-test and rejected (t= 1.072, p=0.297, df=20), see Graph 5 below.
Table 7. A table showing the correct identification of truth and deceit. The totals are out of a possible 126 statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real Truth</th>
<th>Real Deceit</th>
<th>Reconstructed Truth</th>
<th>Reconstructed Deceit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When testing H2 (Cognitive workload will be significantly higher when determining truthfulness through the reconstructed avatar), the result was that cognitive load, as indicated by change in the oxygenation of blood in the frontal cortex, under the two conditions, was not found to be significant ($t = -0.40$, df=18, $p=0.694$). See Graph 6 below.
Graph 6. Comparing change in cognitive load across the two mediums - mean change in the oxygenation of blood in the prefrontal cortex for two groups

An interesting follow up to this finding is that when the two variables are correlated using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient the finding is highly significant (r=0.968, N=19, p<0.01). This finding strongly suggests that receivers who found the task difficult when looking at the video had a similar difficulty when looking at the virtuality telepresence version, and vice versa. This would indicate that the virtuality telepresence version is a very good virtual equivalent of the video version.
4.6 Discussion

This experiment set out to determine whether 3D reconstructed avatars created using shape-from-silhouette displayed the same truth bias that authored abstract 3D avatars were shown to in a comparison of a small number of previous studies. The researcher suggests that talking to a user wearing an abstract 3D avatar, with no facial animation, is similar to talking to somebody wearing a mask. Therefore the research questions were firstly: Would a 3D medium that removed this mask, result in a truth bias akin to video and thus the real world? Secondly, do the shortcomings of the tested method for reconstruction contribute to a distortion in truth bias? In order to test these questions the virtuality telepresence medium first needed to be tested independently. This was achieved by comparing the virtuality telepresence condition against that of video conferencing, testing whether the visual quality of the medium would impact upon a receiver’s ability to detect truthfulness. The results from this experiment would then allow a comparison of the medium with those tested in previous studies from both VR and psychology. The following hypotheses were tested and the outcome for each hypothesis is presented.

H1: The accuracy of determining truthfulness will be significantly less when viewing the reconstructed avatar – Overall there was no significant difference in accuracy between video conferencing and virtuality telepresence.

H2: Cognitive workload will be significantly higher when determining truthfulness when viewing the reconstructed avatar - There was found to be no significant difference in levels of cognitive effort when identifying truthfulness across media. There was, however, a
significant correlation between workload across each medium, suggesting that receivers have to work equally hard when viewing either medium.

No significant difference was found in the accuracy of determining truthfulness across the conditions \( (t=1.072, \ p=0.297, \ df=20) \). This was the case when the sender was telling the truth or lies, and overall. There was no significant difference in the number of accounts considered to be true or false \( (t=1.072, \ p=0.297, \ df=20) \). This suggests that there was no difference in truth bias across the conditions. These results are consistent with other studies using videos but different to those using CGI avatars (with limited facial animation) or voice alone. However, a negative truth bias was evident between the 3D video based medium and previous psychological studies. The significance of the latter was not testable, due to the detail of reporting in the literature. There was a significant correlation in changes in cognitive workload between conditions \( (r=0.968, \ N=19, \ p<0.01) \). This suggests that individuals worked equally hard to determine the truthfulness from the footage of both mediums. This suggests that the 3D medium did display a sufficient quality of representation for observers to determine the truthfulness at a similar level as that for video conferencing.
Graph 8. Accuracy of determining truthfulness across the media

Graph 8 visualises the accuracy of determining truthfulness, for the true statements and the false statements. Both mediums have an average overall accuracy close to chance (50%). Video conferencing showed a combined average of 51.58% and virtuality telepresence 48%. These are close to the 54% average of the real world studies reported by Bond and DePaulo (CF Jr Bond, 2006). The reported differences in accuracy when identifying truth and lies is also small. It is much smaller than those shown in the avatar study reported by Steptoe et al. (Steptoe et al., 2010) which lacked facial expressions. The avatar study by McDonnell et al. (McDonnell et al., 2012) that did reproduce facial expressions, reported a truth bias close to real world studies. It should be noted that, due to the small number of studies available for comparison and the relatively small number of participants when compared to real world studies, a much larger study testing all conditions would be needed to draw any firm conclusions. The above results were promising for the medium of virtuality telepresence. They show that, even with the impacting factors of shape-from-silhouette,
virtuality avatars contain enough detail to allow the receiver to ascertain truthfulness comparably with video conferencing.

4.7 Summary

This experiment set out to compare the detection of deceit across 2D and 3D mediums which were designed to faithfully represent appearance and identity. The viewpoint of the latter was fixed to isolate the impact of the quality of facial representation from mutual gaze. A free viewpoint would have allowed the user to view the avatar from any angle making a direct comparison of quality impossible. In addition, it would have added an interaction task that would have impacted on the cognitive workload of the participant. The first contribution is to demonstrate, through an experiment, that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of deceit. The second contribution is to demonstrate through an experiment that participants work equally hard when detecting deceit through a 3D reconstructed medium and video conferencing. The third contribution is to link the two to provide additional evidence to support the above trend.

In addition, there are three methodological contributions:

1. Locking and matching a viewpoint to allow exact contrast of visual quality without the distraction of interaction.

2. An experimental setup for simultaneously capturing 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed video for contrast purposes.

3. The use of fNIRS to compare cognitive effort during the detection of truths in 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction for contrast purposes.
This experiment has shown that a 3D graphics avatar, continually reconstructed from live video, is comparable to video conferencing in portraying the overall truthfulness of the person it mimics. A comparison with the small amount of previous literature on this subject suggests that people trust others too much when a medium does not reproduce their facial expression; however, a much larger study would be needed to draw any firm conclusions. In addition, it would be interesting to examine the impact of a free viewpoint and to explore how the ability to move around the sender would impact upon how well the receiver is able to detect deception and identify body language, thus testing whether freedom of movement and ability to interact is a help or a hindrance.

These findings may contribute to the design of future virtual humans and communication mediums. They can also be relevant regarding the choice of mediums used in the justice system, in advertising, social media, politics, distributed family and the workplace. Not everyone will want to remove the mask but perhaps further research can inform others of its influence.
5 Chapter 5 - Experiment 3: Facial Action Coding – a comparison of video frames and 3D video frames in terms of the quality of facial features and expressions.

5.1 Introduction

This experiment measured the quality of facial representation afforded by video based 3D reconstruction. This was achieved by comparing still frames from video conferencing and a 3D video based computer graphic medium. The purpose was to determine if the process of 3D reconstruction reduced the detail of facial expressions. N=14 separate participants (coders), with a psychology background, were asked to identify facial muscle movements. Data were captured using facial action coding. Results show that, despite the obvious visual reduction in quality and the resultant loss of some facial detail, receivers performed and worked to a similar degree in both mediums. The findings are of interest to those developing 3D telepresence technologies and virtual humans.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Identification of facial expressions
This section outlines the design and implementation of a facial expression study. The aim was to understand whether facial muscle movements were discernible in each medium. Specifically, the study shows synchronised pairs of images from the two mediums. The frames used were picked as they show interesting facial expressions. The frames shown below (see Fig. 25) were representative of the clarity of representation of these facial features across all the videos.
Fig. 25. Still frames showing video and virtuality avatar stimulus images.
5.2.2 Variables

The independent and dependent variables are now discussed.

Independent variable
The independent variable is the visual medium consisting of video conferencing and virtuality telepresence.

Dependant variable
The dependant variables in this study were the facial action coding units (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) available to the coders. The scoring scheme was simple in that the correct identification of an action unit was scored with a 1. The following facial action units were tested and are summarized as given below.

Upper face: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 43, 45, 70, 71. Head Position: 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58.
Eye Position: 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66. Lips Parting Jaws Opening: 25, 26, 27. Lower Face: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 28, 72. Miscellaneous action units: 8, 19, 21, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39

5.2.3 Procedure

Fourteen participants were asked to score a set of ten images. They were split into two groups, one group scoring the video conferencing version of the images, the other the virtuality telepresence images. They were given scoring sheets containing all the facial action units and a presentation on how the system works. They were then asked to score a series of images. The experiment lasted approximately 20 minutes and the participants were not paid for taking part.
5.2.4 Subjects

A group of fourteen Psychology undergraduates participated in the study. They had not seen the images before. They were given a short presentation on how to code the images prior to the task.

5.2.5 Participant environment

A computer lab with one central bench and two sets of PCs running down it on either side was used to display the still images. Half of the students faced each set of PCs. One set of students marked the video conferencing stills and the other the virtuality telepresence stills. They could not see the other groups’ images.

5.2.6 Analysis

Related t-tests were used to compare the identification of facial action units.

5.3 Results

A qualitative analysis compared the synchronised images from both mediums in terms of facial qualities using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS).

When testing H1 (Significantly fewer facial actions will be detected through the reconstructed avatar), no significant difference was found overall. However, over both mediums, coders identified a total of 626 facial action units with a mean of 4.47 facial action units per image. The video conferencing condition had 339 facial action units (mean 4.84
per image) and the virtuality telepresence condition 287 (mean 4.1 per image). There was no significant difference between the overall individual action units identified across each condition (video conferencing mean = 5.84, virtuality telepresence mean = 4.95, t=1.519, df=58, p=0.134). However, there was a significant difference between the lower facial action units identified (video conferencing mean = 7.0, virtuality telepresence mean = 4.19, t=2.858, df=15, p=0.012). The upper face action units and head position had identical scores.

5.4 Discussion

This experiment set out to determine the quality of 3D reconstructed avatars created using shape-from-silhouette. The question was asked: Do the shortcomings in the method for reconstruction contribute to a reduction in facial detail? An answer to this question was achieved by comparing the virtuality telepresence condition against that of video conferencing thus testing whether the visual quality of the medium would impact upon a participant’s ability to detect facial muscle movements. The following hypothesis was tested:

H1: Significantly fewer facial actions will be detected when viewing the reconstructed avatar. The experiment examined which parts of the face the receiver could identify using facial action coding. Ten still frames from each of the mediums were scored by a group of 14 coders. The results showed no significant difference in the overall number of facial action coding units identified across video conferencing and virtuality telepresence. This suggests that, even with the known problems of shape-from-silhouette, the image quality was good enough for identifying facial movements on a par with video conferencing.
The above results were promising for the medium of virtuality telepresence. They show that, even with the impacting factors of shape-from-silhouette, virtuality avatars contain enough detail to allow a participant to identify facial muscle movements comparably with video conferencing. One problem with the fundamentals of the approach was shape-from-silhouette’s inability to detect concavities, although the general 3D geometry and texturing that illustrated the concavities contained enough information to allow the receiver to identify them (see Fig. 26). The other issues were around camera setup with spatial calibration causing slicing (see Fig. 26). In this experiment the slicing did not appear to affect performance. However, it is noted that if the slicing had occurred in a different location, at the jaw perhaps, then this may have been more of an issue. It is possible that droop caused by camera position could have been an issue with a significant difference in the number of lower face action units identified across the medium. This could also have been affected by one of the participants having a beard that might have made identification more difficult, however, in such a case this would have been present over both mediums. Finally, there was a problem with colour calibration causing an unrealistic skin tone although this did not appear to affect the results.
5.5 Summary

This experiment measured the quality of facial representation afforded by video based 3D reconstruction. This was achieved by comparing between still frames from video conferencing and a 3D video based computer graphic medium. The contribution of this work is, firstly, to demonstrate that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of facial muscle movements and, secondly, it is a methodological contribution showing how facial action coding can be used as a measure of quality for virtual character facial expressions. Overall, there was no significant difference in the number of facial actions identified by coders across the two mediums (video conferencing mean = 5.84, virtuality telepresence mean = 4.95, $t=1.519$, df=$58$, $p=0.134$). This suggests that the two mediums are equally effective at displaying facial muscle movements. However, there was a significant difference across conditions for the lower facial action units (video conferencing mean = 7.0, virtuality telepresence mean = 4.19, $t=2.858$, df=$15$, $p=0.012$).

This study has shown that a 3D graphics avatar, continually reconstructed from live video, is comparable to video conferencing in portraying the overall facial muscle movements of the person it mimics. These findings may contribute to the design of future virtual humans and communication mediums.
6 Chapter 6 – Discussion

6.1 Overview

The portrayal of behaviour by virtual characters is an enormous area, far too large to cover in one thesis. The challenge outlined at the start of this work was to explore how visual qualities impact on behavioural realism and interpretation of meaning, with the overarching research problem being: how is the identification and interpretation of behaviour impacted upon by differences in visual and behavioural realism across 2D video and 3D media? The findings of the research are discussed below to illustrate how the above has been addressed.

Traditionally, when creating virtual characters, developers needed to ensure visual and behavioural quality high enough for the identification of basic movements, such as walking, running and jumping. However, in virtual reality and serious gaming applications, the interpretation of behavioural meaning can be more important than such interpretation within entertainment titles. In this thesis the focus was not only on the identification of behaviour, but also on its underlying meaning. It might be possible to identify a walk or other movement, but what about the intent and meaning of the behaviour? In this thesis the effect of visual and behavioural realism on the identification and interpretation of NVB in virtual characters has been examined, and each experiment compared a 3D medium to 2D video, locking and matching a viewpoint to allow an exact contrast of visual quality without the distraction of interaction.

The first experiment was a study of gross NVB identification in primates. The second experiment studied more subtle behaviours and our interpretation of them. This was achieved by examining the identification of truths and the cognitive effort required in doing
so. The final experiment explored the identification of facial muscle movements in humans. The combination of surveying the literature and conducting these studies allowed an examination of virtual characters’ ability to display NVB with enough detail to allow identification and intent to be distinguished.

The aim of this PhD was to investigate how the realism of virtual characters affects the identification of behaviour and our interpretation of it. This has implications for applications, ranging from social media to serious training (Bailenson et al., 2006b). Avatars, worn by a user, will have an impact on the user’s behaviour within the virtual world (Peña et al., 2012) (Fox et al., 2013) and influence other users (Behrend et al., 2012) possibly also temporarily affecting behaviour outside the VE (Rosenberg et al., 2013). Avatar appearance can influence our perception of the character’s empathy towards us (Dean et al., 2009) and our self-disclosure to them (Bailenson et al., 2006b). In the real world, a person’s appearance can impact upon another’s trust of them (Spellman and Tenney, 2010) suggesting that it could be useful to study how an authored abstract avatar’s appearance can impact upon trust. Avatars enable users to do something that they cannot do in reality, in that they can easily change their face, size and shape (Bailenson et al., 2004, Bailenson and Beall, 2006). In reality this cannot be done unless through having an operation or putting on a mask. This is of particular relevance to serious applications. The correct type of avatar, for example, can give the wearer an advantage in a job interview (Behrend et al., 2012). This is of great benefit for the wearer of the avatar but not necessarily for the viewers of it, who may have been duped into believing someone is professional or looks in a particular way. The ability of an avatar to change a person’s perception is similar to how our real life perception of each other can change according to appearance.
Whatever form a character takes it is important to ensure that the quality of visual appearance and behavioural representation are high enough to make it fit for purpose. If the character is going to be a Chimpanzee in order to teach primate behaviour to students, then the behavioural representation needs to be high enough to illustrate not just a movement but also the intention behind it. The same applies to virtual humans; subtle behaviours can give clues concerning intentions and, if characters are to be used as avatars in more serious social interactions, then the relevant subtleties should be represented at an adequate level.

6.2 Contributions

6.2.1 Contributions from the Literature Review

1. The first contribution was the undertaking of a new literature survey identifying the following gaps in knowledge:

i. The identification of a possible trend/opportunity across the literature that suggests that zoos need a better way of informing visitors about animal behaviour; this ‘better way’ can contribute to serious gaming and conservation education.

This contribution concerning the area of serious games identifies a possible trend/opportunity across the literature that suggests that zoos need a better way of informing visitors about animal behaviour which would also contribute to conservation education. This led to the first experiment of the thesis which examined the identification and interpretation of Chimpanzee behaviour. The experiment demonstrated that, overall, there was no significant difference between video and CGI for this task.
ii. The identification of a possible gap and opportunity in the literature that suggests zoologists would benefit from a better way of learning about animal behaviour.

The literature identifies that zoologists sometimes mimic animal behaviour when caring for them (Jenvoid, 2008, Case et al., 2015). Jenvoid suggests that Chimpanzees responded in a more playful way when keepers interacted with them using Chimpanzee behaviour (Jenvoid, 2008) while, in a past study, Babu et al. demonstrate that VR can be effectively used to teach human non-verbal behaviour (Babu et al., 2007). Currently behaviour is learnt from the observation of the real world, from video or books. Serious gaming and VR offer the ability to replay behaviours over and over again and, potentially, as shown by Babu et al. (Babu et al., 2007), offer a way to validate their accuracy. Serious gaming and VR can also allow training in the tasks that may be too expensive or dangerous to be conducted in real life (Ieronutti and Chittaro, 2007, Falloon, 2010, Dalgarno and Lee, 2010). The use of VR would allow zoologists to benefit from a better way of learning about animal behaviour and, in particular, how to mimic it.

iii. The identification of a possible trend across the literature that suggests reproducing facial expressions reduces the tendency of observers to over trust. However, this study has identified only a limited number of studies in this area, so more work would be needed to confirm this.

This finding contributes towards the area of virtual characters by identifying a possible trend across the literature that suggests reproducing facial expressions reduces the tendency of observers to over trust. It should be noted, however, that due to the small number of studies
available, further work would be needed to confirm this. There is already literature from real world (CF Jr Bond, 2006) and authored abstract avatar study’s (Steptoe et al., 2010, McDonnell et al., 2012); however, nothing yet existed for the field of video based 3D reconstructed avatars. It was, therefore, interesting to test this medium alongside others and see if a truth bias was present. The presence of truth bias would be important because it would allow users to pick an avatar with a lower behavioural realism in order to gain a trust advantage. This could be in addition to other advantages that could be gained through the character’s visual appearance. In addition, the study has identified that facial action coding can be used as a way of comparing quality across different mediums.

6.2.2 Contributions from Experiment 1: Gross behaviour identification – a comparison of video and CGI for the identification of Chimpanzee behaviour.

Primary Contributions

1. The first primary contribution is demonstrating that CGI with low level NVB is sufficient for the identification of gross NVB on a par with video.

The first experiment of the thesis examined the ability of CGI Chimpanzees to convey gross non-verbal behaviour. The results showed that there was no significant difference between CGI and video in this task. Overall, real video (83.1% correct) performed better than CGI (79.4% correct) but not significantly (p=0.377). This result paves the way for further studies on interaction and highlights the use of serious games as a possible way of teaching zoo staff and visitors about animal behaviour in a more interactive way. This would be beneficial as previous literature suggests visitors learn more from interpretive presentations (Visscher et
al., 2009). However, such interpretive presentations in zoos only happen at certain times; serious gaming offers a way to allow instant access to such presentations, contributing to conservation education which is one of the main aims of Zoos (WAZA, 2005).

2. The second primary contribution is identifying a possible issue with the identification of behavioural intent due to a lack of subtle NVB.

Participants suggested that the CGI Chimpanzees lacked the ability to convey subtle movements and intent. For example, yes, a chimpanzee was approaching another but why? “Key issue is granularity. Gross actions were identifiable in both, but nuance and purpose only really came through in the film. For approach you could see contact between two individuals in film but VR (CGI Film) did not establish this and the animals could have just wandered closer.” This is important, and links well with the identification of a need for a behavioural trainer for zoologists. It illustrates that, although identification of behaviour is possible with a lower level of realism, more subtle behaviours are necessary to allow the understanding of intent. This fact contributes to knowledge to this area.

Methodological Contribution

1. Motion tracking a zoo keeper to mimic primate behaviour.

Placing tracking markers on wild animals is not ethical, nor would it result in natural behaviour. Putting animals into a large capture volume is also not plausible as, again, behaviour would not be natural due to the new surroundings. Inspiration was taken from films where actors are used for motion capture. However, in this case a Chimpanzee keeper
was used to mimic the animal’s movements and behaviours, thus contributing a novel solution to behaviour representation.

6.2.3 Contributions from Experiment 2: Lie detection – a comparison of video and 3D video for the detection of deception.

This contribution is made through comparing the qualities of 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed avatars when identifying truths, exploring how visual qualities impact upon trust during lie detection and exploring also the cognitive effort while doing so. Measures included the participant’s cognitive workload and accuracy of judgments. Comparison was also made to a small number of previous VR studies suggesting that appearance may impact upon how avatars are perceived.

**Primary contributions**

1. The first primary contribution is demonstrating through an experiment that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of deceit.

The experiment conducted compared lie detection across the mediums of 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction, then discussed the results alongside existing lie detection studies in both the real world and VR. A small number of previous studies suggest a truth bias exists when facial details/expression are limited. The experiment examined whether this bias existed with the medium of video based 3D reconstruction, or whether it was more akin to standard video and, therefore, real life.
No significant difference was found in the accuracy of determining truthfulness across conditions (t= 1.072, p=0.297, df=20). This was the case when the sender was telling the truth or lies, and overall. There was no significant difference in the number of accounts considered to be true or false (t= 1.072, p=0.297, df=20). This suggests that there was no difference in truth bias across the conditions. These results are similar to other studies using videos but are different to those using CGI avatars (with limited facial animation) or voice alone. However, a negative truth bias was evident between the experiment’s 3D video based medium and previous psychological data. The significance of the latter was not testable, due to the lack of details in the reporting in the literature.

This contributes knowledge to the area of virtual characters; in particular, regarding their ability to faithfully portray truths. There are now studies for real world, for authored abstract avatars with no facial muscle animation, with facial muscle animation and for virtuality avatars (provided in this thesis). However, due to the small number of studies available it would be necessary to conduct a larger study covering all simultaneously, in order to draw a firm conclusion. However, as previously discussed, hardware issues currently stop this from being possible when using the same data set.

2. The second primary contribution is demonstrating through an experiment that participants work equally hard when detecting deceit through a 3D reconstructed medium and through video conferencing.

There was a significant correlation in changes in cognitive workload between conditions (r=0.968, N=19, p<0.01). This suggests that individuals work equally hard to determine truthfulness from the footage of both mediums. Thus this is a contribution to the area of
virtual characters demonstrating fNIRS use a measure of user effort during the detection of truths.

3. The third primary contribution is linking the two previous contributions to provide additional evidence to support the above trend.

The results of this study illustrate that there is no significant difference between video and video based 3D reconstruction for the detecting of truths. Moreover, changes in participants’ cognitive workload during the task suggest that they work equally hard when looking at each medium, pointing to equal performance and effort when compared to video.

Methodological Contributions

1. Locking and matching a viewpoint to allow exact contrast of visual quality without the distraction of interaction.

The viewpoint of the video based 3D reconstructed avatar was fixed to isolate the impact of the quality of facial representation from mutual gaze. A free viewpoint would have allowed the user to view the avatar from any angle making a direct comparison of quality impossible. In addition, it would have added an interaction task that would have impacted on the cognitive workload of the participant.
2. An experimental setup for simultaneously capturing 2D video and video based 3D reconstructed video for contrast purposes.

A novel experimental setup allowed the simultaneous capture of the video based 3D reconstructed avatar and the teleconferencing medium.

3. The use of fNIRS to compare cognitive effort during the detection of truths in 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction for contrast purposes.

The use of fNIRS allowed an examination as to whether rendering artefacts from the method of reconstruction forced the participant to work harder during identification, thus allowing a physiological measure of quality.

6.2.4 Contributions from Experiment 3: Facial Action Coding – a comparison of video frames and 3D video frames for quality of facial features and expressions.

Primary Contribution

1. The primary contribution of this work is demonstrating that a 3D medium aimed at faithfully reproducing a person’s appearance can be comparable to video conferencing in the overall portrayal of facial muscle movements.

This contribution is made by examining how the visual qualities of video based 3D reconstruction and 2D video affect the recognition of human facial expressions. This was undertaken by comparing each medium’s ability to convey facial muscle movements, and this was measured using facial action coding. The first study examined the use of abstract 3D avatars of chimpanzees for gross behaviour identification. One point raised by the
participants was the lack of subtle behaviours that allow intent to be identified, meaning that behaviours could be identified but the meaning behind them is somewhat lost. It was, therefore, decided to focus on one such subtle behaviour, in this case facial expressions.

Ideally, the study would have covered authored abstract and video based 3D reconstructed avatars as both allow the display of facial expressions. Software such as faceshift (Faceshift, 2015) allows facial expressions to be faithfully applied to abstract avatars within game engines in real time, while video based 3D reconstruction allows participants to be 3D scanned and faithfully reconstructed in real time, capturing facial expressions and subtle body movements in the same process. However, due to hardware constraints previously mentioned, it was not possible to simultaneously capture video, abstract avatar and video based 3D reconstruction simultaneously, thus 2D video and video based 3D reconstruction were contrasted to check whether the latter conveyed enough visual detail for the correct identification of facial muscle movements. This was necessary as 3D reconstruction can sometimes contain rendering artefacts such as slicing or droop. Slicing, depending on location, can cause detail to disappear. Droop can make a character look older, unwell or sad (Roberts et al., 2015a) and is caused by camera position. Additionally, texturing and image contrast errors can cause striping. The results showed that there was no significant difference in facial action units identified overall. However, on closer inspection, there was a significant difference between the lower facial action units identified. This could have been a direct result of droop as the camera positions in the capture system are based above the user. In summary, overall, there was no significant difference in the number of facial actions identified by the participants across the two mediums ($t=1.519$, $df=58$, $p=0.134$). This suggests that the two mediums are equally effective at displaying facial features.
However, there was a significant difference across conditions for the lower facial action units (t=2.858, df=15, p=0.012).

The results of this experiment illustrate that video based 3D reconstruction is, indeed, capable of the successful illustration of facial muscle movements and expressions. However, there was an issue with recognition of the lower facial action units, possibly caused by droop which, in turn, points to the camera placement not being as good as it could be. The results illustrate that video based 3D reconstruction, even in its present form, can adequately display facial muscle movements. This would suggest that the medium, given better camera alignment and a high enough frame rate, would support both facial and micro expressions in real-time. The experiment also demonstrates how facial action coding can be used as a measure of quality when comparing virtual characters’ ability to portray subtle facial expressions, thus contributing to the field of virtual characters.

**Methodological Contribution**

1. **The use of facial action coding to measure the quality of video based 3D reconstruction when compared to 2D video.**

The use of FACS gives a testable set of variables to directly contrast quality across media. If one does not show the same level of detail then the visual display of facial movements will be lower, therefore, affording a lower level of behavioural representation for facial expressions.
6.3 Critical evaluation

6.3.1 Literature review

Due to the research area being multidisciplinary, it required the literature review to cover a large variety of subjects. This review was fascinating but it did not allow the same level of rigour as a review focusing solely on one topic. The review was also impacted upon by the change in direction from animals to humans which, although interesting, added further work. However, changes in research focus are common as new and exciting areas open up during the course of study. In addition, looking at a wide spread of literature is a necessity for this kind of study in order to encapsulate all the areas needed for the research.

6.3.2 Experiment 1: Gross behaviour identification – a comparison of video and CGI for the identification of Chimpanzee behaviour.

There are two reasons why a comparison of CGI and video for identification of behaviour is relevant. Firstly, observations of human or animal behaviour are mainly conducted in person or by watching video recordings. Virtual environments offer a free viewpoint update as in real life. A fair comparison of the qualities of virtual environments and real world for the identification of behaviour is not possible as people and animals do not display behaviour on command, therefore, the media cannot be matched. In order to overcome this issue, video observations were recorded and equivalent CGI footage created. This separation of the interactive experience allows the visual medium to be tested in isolation removing any confusion in future studies as to whether the results obtained are due to interactive or visual differences, thus allowing a fair isolated comparison of visual media. This is a similar
approach to that of Ragan et al. (Ragan et al., 2012) who are also studying the impact of individual qualities of virtual environments.

Users did perform well when identifying behaviours so there was enough realism for the task set out. However, for a serious training application, such a level of realism as that given in this study may not be enough; it should be possible to identify an aggressive walk or subtle facial expressions that can precede displays of violence. Simply put, users need to be able to understand intent. For obvious reasons it was not possible to facially track Chimpanzees. It is, however, possible to track a human and if it was proved feasible to reproduce subtle human behaviours then other primate behaviours would also be viable.

The experiment required participants to fill out a questionnaire declaring whether they had identified a particular behaviour. With hindsight, it would have been useful to record exact numbers either by using a clicker or by an audio recording of participants. It would also have been useful to conduct the study a second time with the same participants at a later date. This would have allowed for the study of knowledge retention and the learning of behaviours in addition to identification.

6.3.3 Experiment 2: Lie detection – a comparison of video and 3D video for the detection of deception.

In an ideal scenario it would have been preferable to capture video, authored abstract and virtuality representations of the participant (sender) simultaneously. However, hardware issues (such as occlusion) prevented this from happening. This would have allowed a direct comparison of the same data set. The comparisons provided are with a small number of past studies which would have had varying experimental designs and setups. However, the study
is still able to highlight what appears to be a suggestion that avatars lacking facial expression display a considerably higher truth bias than normal. Further studies are needed in this area to draw firm conclusions.

### 6.3.4 Experiment 3: Facial Action Coding – a comparison of video frames and 3D video frames regarding the quality of facial features and expressions.

The original aim was to compare video, abstract avatars and video based 3D reconstructed avatars. However, as previously discussed, facial capture for abstract avatars requires a camera to be close enough to the face to capture facial movements. This would have occluded facial capture using video based 3D reconstruction and, therefore, it was decided to compare video and the relatively new medium of 3D reconstruction as both could be captured simultaneously using a new experimental design that allowed timings and quality to be matched to allow a fair comparison. This does mean, however, that a further study will be necessary to identify whether current methods of mapping facial muscle movements to authored abstract avatars are sufficient to adequately represent behaviour. It would also be desirable to put a much larger number of images through this process and perhaps go to a more granular level in order to identify exactly which points of the face appear to be most affected by reconstruction. However, the study does highlight the lower face as being particularly problematic which fits in with the known problem of droop and, overall, the experiment shows no significant difference between the numbers of facial action units identified.
Chapter 7 - Conclusions and future work

The overarching research question of this thesis was:

How is the identification and interpretation of behaviour impacted upon by differences in visual and behavioural realism across 2D video and 3D media?

Knowledge of social interactions has traditionally been passed on through observation and standard teaching materials such as lectures, books and documentaries. VR and serious gaming have presented opportunities to explore new and novel ways of learning about behaviour where the user can be transported into a virtual world and learn through simulation and ‘doing’. In this thesis the focus was on the identification and interpretation of non-verbal behaviour, ranging from gross full body behaviour to subtle facial expressions. The use of virtual characters as avatars in games, social media and serious applications has become increasingly popular. It is, therefore, important that there is an understanding as to how our and others’ choice of avatar impacts upon the identification and interpretation of non-verbal behaviour. The ability to identify virtual character behaviour, and interpret it, is paramount in the usage of avatars representing humans in serious applications, telepresence or entertainment.

This study successfully illustrated how abstract virtual characters can be used to convey gross full body behaviour, and identified that there is a lack of detection of intent. For this reason, attention was then shifted to more subtle facial expressions. Due to the problems previously discussed, the capture of subtle behaviours from animals is extremely challenging, therefore, attention switched to human behaviour. This was undertaken by comparing video based 3D reconstruction with video while detecting truths (in which there
was no significant difference between the mediums and, in addition, participants appeared to work equally hard when conducting this task in both mediums).

When the results were compared to the small number of previous studies available, it was discovered that avatars lacking facial expressions appear to display a truth bias. However, it should be noted that experimental design of each of these studies, including this one, was not identical. Thus, as previously stated, a much larger study would be required to draw any firm conclusions. Subsequently, the next stage in the research was proving that video based 3D reconstructed avatars can display facial muscle movements on a par with video, with the exception of lower facial action units (which, it is suggested, was due to the droop effect caused by camera positioning).

Overall, the thesis shows how both authored abstract and 3D reconstructed avatars can be used to display both gross and subtle NVB on a par with video, through both experimentation and a comparison with the literature. It is suggested that, currently, most avatars lack enough subtle behaviour to allow the identification of intent. Time, cost and hardware are all factors which affect research into this area. Both authored abstract and video based 3D reconstructed avatars have the ability to demonstrate NVB. It is suggested that serious applications require higher levels of behavioural realism to reach their full potential, and that most VR or gaming applications would benefit from planning greater levels of character relevant realism when planning agents or avatars, therefore, making them more believable and fit for purpose.
The studies identified that, when presented through a fixed viewpoint, 3D characters (authored abstract or reconstruction) can perform on a par with video to display behaviour, thus allowing for behaviour identification and interpretation, as indicated below.

Abstract avatars versus video – identification of gross non-verbal behaviour.

3D reconstruction versus video – identification of subtle non-verbal behaviour (facial muscle movements) and the ability to portray truth.

Future studies could now build upon this thesis by freeing the user viewpoint and conducting similar studies to identify whether the addition of interaction and movement is a help or a hindrance. In addition, it is suggested that further studies should be conducted examining virtual character visual and behavioural realism within virtual environments and the relationship with user trust and perception. If such research can be used to gain any advantage then it would have implications for many applications such as courtroom interviews, social media and gaming. If a real person showed little or no non-verbal behaviour when interacting then people would think twice about trusting him/her. This should be the same in the virtual world. This could become an exciting area of research in the near future, as avatar mediated communication becomes more widely adopted.
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Appendix 1: Information sheet and consent form for experiment 1

Information sheet for Participants

Thank you for volunteering to participate in this study. Please read through this information and feel free to ask the experimenters any questions. This study will take place using projection equipment, and a range of display devices.

Procedures
- You will be asked to sign a consent form
- You will be asked to watch two short videos
- You will be interviewed by 2 interviewers
- Afterwards there will be a brief de-brief with the experimenter

The whole study is estimated to take about 20 minutes to complete however you should not feel under any pressure to rush. Take as much time as you need.

Please note
- No identifying information about participants will be published in any form
- You are free to withdraw from the study at any time and without giving reasons for withdrawing.

A note about virtual reality equipment
When using projection systems, people sometimes experience a degree of nausea. If at any time you wish to stop taking part in the study due to this or any other reason, please say so and we will stop.

With any type of video equipment there is a possibility that an epileptic episode may be generated. This, for example, has been reported for computer and video games. For this reason we regret that we are unable to accept volunteers who are known to have suffered from epilepsy.

Please turn over for the experiment consent form........
Consent Form

Project: PhD Project – Socially Situated Simian Simulation

To be completed by volunteers. We would like you to read the following questions carefully.

Have you read the information sheet about this study? YES/NO
Have you had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study? YES/NO
Have you received satisfactory answers to all your questions? YES/NO
Have you received enough information about this study? YES/NO
Which investigator have you spoken to about this study? YES/NO

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study?
- At any time YES/NO
- Without giving a reason for withdrawing YES/NO
Do you agree to take part in this study? YES/NO
Do you agree to be video taped? YES/NO
Do you agree to the data being stored and used in the researcher’s ongoing research? YES/NO
Do you agree to the data being stored indefinitely? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in printed publications? YES/NO

Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use audio fragments involving you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use video frames or photo stills of you in printed publications? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use the video or photo stills of you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to the audio, video and other data being shared with academic collaborators on the project at University of Salford? YES/NO
Do you agree to completing a personality questionnaire? YES/NO

I certify that I do not have epilepsy.

Signed.................................. Date..................................

Name in block letters............................................................

Investigator........................................................................

In case you have any enquiries regarding this study in the future, please contact:

Simon Campion
The Centre for Virtual Environments and Future Media,
Media City UK,
Salford Quays,
University of Salford,
Salford, Greater Manchester,
+44 101 250 2531
Email: s.p.campion@salford.ac.uk
Appendix 2: Chimpanzee Behaviours

Behaviours to try and identify during the study

Please read the following behavioural descriptions before taking part in the study.


**Bob (BOD)** (Type A): Goodall (1969). "The body bobs up and down as elbows are flexed and straightened. Shown typically by adolescent males but also by adolescent females and juveniles and adult males when a high-ranking individual passes. Sometimes as the dominant recipient of the gesture moves on, the bobber backs away in front of the dominant animal. This may provoke an aggressive response. Bobbing is accompanied by pant-grunts which may become rather frenzied pant-screams." Pileon's (1984) Bob (BOD). Van Hooff's (1973) Squat bob. Absent inorrhine. Category 3.

**Eat leaves (EAL)** (Type B): Put leaves into the mouth and ingest them. Chimpanzees may bring leaves to the mouth or bring cropped leaves into the mouth. Important cropping technique is cut through. Category 1.

**Groom (GRM)** (Type B): Goodall's (1969). Grooming behaviour: "...use both hands, pushing the hair back with the thumb or index finger of one hand and holding it back while picking at the exposed skin with the nail of the thumb or index finger of the other. The chimpanzees can also use one hand, parting the hair in the same way and holding it back with the lower lip." Grooming may occur in bipedal, quadrupedal, sitting, or lying posture. Function of grooming includes appeasement, reassurance and reconciliation in addition to elimination of ectoparasites. See Fig. 6 of Nishida (1988a) for photograph. Category 1.


**Sit (SIT)** (Type A): Pileon's (1984) SIT. Goodall (1968). "Squats on ground, branch, etc., body more or less vertical." See Fig. 14e, c, d, g of Goodall (1966) for illustration. Kanoe's (1966) Sit. Category 1.


**Run quadrupedal (RUQ)** (Type A): Goodall's (1969) Quadrupedal run. Category 2?

NOTE: All behavioural descriptions were taken from the Ethogram and Ethnography of Malacca Chimpanzees, Nishida et al. Sub-Department of Anthropology, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kitashirakawa-Oiwakecho, Sakyo, Kyoto, Japan.
Appendix 2: Questionnaire for Experiment 1

Participant number [ ]

Questions about you:

Male [ ] Female [ ]

Age: 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70

Occupation: ______________________

Do you have any eyesight problems at the time of the experiment? (Corrected by Glasses or contacts worn during the experiment)

____________________________________________________________________

Do you have any injuries or disabilities that you feel may have hindered your performance in the experiment if so please give details?

____________________________________________________________________

How often do you watch film and TV?

Never [ ] Occasionally [ ] Frequently [ ] Excessively [ ]

How often do you use computers?

Never [ ] Occasionally [ ] Frequently [ ] Excessively [ ]

How often do you play computer games?

Never [ ] Occasionally [ ] Frequently [ ] Excessively [ ]

How often do you watch wildlife documentaries?

Never [ ] Occasionally [ ] Frequently [ ] Excessively [ ]

How often do you visit the zoo?

Never [ ] Occasionally [ ] Frequently [ ] Excessively [ ]

How interested are you in animal behaviour?

No Interest [ ] Interested [ ] Very Interested [ ]

Any other relevant information:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Questions about your experience with this experiment:

When watching the video which of the following behaviours from the behaviour sheet could you identify? (Please tick the appropriate boxes)

- Walk Quadrupedal [ ]
- Rest [ ]
- Eat Leaves [ ]
- Grooming [ ]
- Approach [ ]
- Sit [ ]
- Run Quadrupedal [ ]
- Bob [ ]

When using the virtual environment which of the following behaviours from the behaviour sheet could you identify? (Please tick the appropriate boxes)

- Walk Quadrupedal [ ]
- Rest [ ]
- Eat Leaves [ ]
- Grooming [ ]
- Approach [ ]
- Sit [ ]
- Run Quadrupedal [ ]
- Bob [ ]

To what extent would you agree with the following statements? Please circle the appropriate answer. To strongly agree select 7, to neither agree nor disagree select 4 and to strongly disagree select 1.

1. The use of the virtual environment evoked a strong sense of engagement.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree

2. If I needed to learn more about animal behaviour I would prefer to use a video rather than a virtual environment.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree

3. When using the virtual environment I could identify different animal behaviours such as walking, grooming, feeding and resting etc.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree

4. When watching the video I could identify different animal behaviours such as walking, grooming, feeding and resting etc.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree

5. The visual fidelity of the virtual environment was sufficient to identify animal behaviours.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree

6. Watching the video made me curious to learn more about the animals.

   - Strongly disagree
   - 1
   - 2
   - 3
   - 4
   - 5
   - 6
   - 7
   - Strongly agree
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7. The use of the virtual environment made the task more enjoyable than watching the video.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

8. When using the virtual environment I felt as though I was in the animal enclosure.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

9. If I needed to learn more about animal behaviour I would prefer to use a virtual environment rather than a video.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

10. The visual quality of the virtual environment was insufficient to identify animal behaviours.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

11. The use of the video involved a strong sense of engagement.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

12. Using the virtual environment made me curious to learn more about the animals.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

13. I would like to see virtual environment technology used at zoos as part of talks or demonstrations.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

14. The animals were animated to an insufficient standard to allow behaviours to be identified within the virtual environment.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

15. When watching the video I felt as though I was in the animal enclosure.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

16. I would like to see virtual environment technology used online as a learning resource for zoos or educational institutions.
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
17. The use of the video made the task more enjoyable than using the virtual environment.

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

18. The animals were animated to a sufficient standard to allow for behaviour identification within the virtual environment.

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

19. I would like to see video technology used at zoos as part of talks or demonstrations.

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

20. I would like to see video used online as a learning resource for zoos or educational institutions.

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree

Any additional comments:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Thank you for taking time to participate in this study.
Appendix 3: Ethical Approval for Experiment 1

Academic Audit and Governance Committee
College of Science and Technology Research Ethics Panel (CST)

To: Simon Campion and Prof David Roberts
cc: Prof Sunil Vadera, Head of School of CSE
From: Nathalie Audren Howarth, College Research Support Officer
Date: 20 February 2013

Subject: Approval of your Project by CST
Project Title: Socially Situated Simian Simulation

REP Reference: CST 12/31

Following your responses to the Panel’s queries, based on the information you provided, I can confirm that they have no objections on ethical grounds to your project.

If there are any changes to the project and/or its methodology, please inform the Panel as soon as possible.

Regards,

Nathalie Audren Howarth
College Research Support Officer

For enquiries please contact:
College of Science and Technology
College Research Support Officer
The University of Salford
Maxwell building, 7th floor, room 721
Telephone: 0161 295 3378
Email: n.audren@salford.ac.uk
Appendix 4: Recruitment email for Experiment 2

Dear ...............

I am conducting an experiment about detecting deception on ........ (........) at Allerton building and wondered whether you would have time to take part? The study will take approximately 30 minutes to complete and involves watching a series of movie clips whilst wearing a head band that measures cognitive load. I have time slots available in the ........... at ................. If you have any questions then please don’t hesitate to contact me. I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards

Simon

Simon Campion B.Sc, M.Sc
VR Consultant | VETS3D
THINKlab, University of Salford, 7th Floor Maxwell Building, M5 4WT
t: +44 (0) 161 295 2931
s.p.campion@salford.ac.uk | www.salford.ac.uk
http://www.youtube.com/user/VETS3D
http://www.cve.salford.ac.uk/page/Simon_Campion
Appendix 5: Information sheet and consent form for experiment 2 confederate

Information sheet for Participants  
Participant Number [__]  

Thank you for volunteering to participate as a confederate in this study. Please read through this information and feel free to ask the experimenters any questions. This study will take place using projection equipment, and a range of display devices.

Procedures  
• You will be asked to sign a consent form  
• You will be asked to wear equipment to capture physiological data.  
• You will be asked to answer a series of questions  
• Afterwards there will be a brief debrief with the experimenter  

The whole study is estimated to take about 20 minutes to complete however you should not feel under any pressure to rush. Take as much time as you need.

Please note  
• No identifying information about participants will be published in any form  
• You are free to withdraw from the study at any time and without giving reasons for withdrawing  

A note about virtual reality equipment  
When using projection systems, people sometimes experience a degree of nausea. If at any time you wish to stop taking part in the study due to this or any other reason, please say so and we will stop.

With any type of video equipment there is a possibility that an epileptic episode may be generated. This, for example, has been reported for computer and video games. For this reason we regret that we are unable to accept volunteers who are known to have suffered from epilepsy.

Please turn over for the experiment consent form........
Consent Form

Project: PhD Project – Socially Situated Simian Simulation
To be completed by volunteers. We would like you to read the following questions carefully.

Have you read the information sheet about this study? YES/NO
Have you had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study? YES/NO
Have you received satisfactory answers to all your questions? YES/NO
Have you received enough information about this study? YES/NO

Which investigator have you spoken to about this study?

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study?
  - At any time YES/NO
    - Without giving a reason for withdrawing YES/NO
  Do you agree to take part in this study? YES/NO
  Do you agree to be video taped? YES/NO
  Do you agree to be audio taped? YES/NO
  Do you agree to your heart rate being recorded? YES/NO
  Do you agree to your cognitive load being recorded? YES/NO
  Do you agree to the data being stored and used in the researcher's ongoing research? YES/NO
  Do you agree to the data being stored indefinitely? YES/NO
  Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in printed publications? YES/NO

Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use audio fragments involving you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use video frames or photo stills of you in printed publications? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use the video or photo stills of you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to the audio, video and other data being shared with academic collaborators on the project at University of Salford? YES/NO
Do you agree to completing a personality questionnaire? YES/NO

I certify that I do not have epilepsy.

Signed........................................Date........................................

Name in block letters.................................................................

Investigator..................................................................................

In case you have any enquiries regarding this study in the future, please contact:

Simon Campion
The Centre for Virtual Environments and Future Media, THINKLab, 7th Floor Maxwell Building, University of Salford, Salford, Greater Manchester, M5 4WT
+44 161 295 2931
Email: s.p.campion@salford.ac.uk

SID Development Team
Updated: August 2010
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Appendix 6: Information sheet and consent form for experiment 2 participant

The Centre for Virtual Environments and Future Media.
Simon Campon BSc MSc

Information sheet for Participants
Participant Number [ ]

Thank you for volunteering to participate in this study. Please read through this information and feel free to ask the experimentors any questions. This study will take place using projection equipment, and a range of display devices.

Procedures
- You will be asked to sign a consent form.
- You will be asked to wear equipment to capture Physiological data.
- You will be asked to watch short videos.
- You will be interviewed by 2 interviewers.
- Afterwards there will be a brief debrief with the experimenter.

The whole study is estimated to take about 20 minutes to complete however you should not feel under any pressure to rush. Take as much time as you need.

Please note
- No identifying information about participants will be published in any form.
- You are free to withdraw from the study at any time and without giving reasons for withdrawing.

A note about virtual reality equipment.
When using projection systems, people sometimes experience a degree of nausea. If at any time you wish to stop taking part in the study due to this or any other reason, please say so and we will stop.

With any type of video equipment there is a possibility that an epileptic episode may be generated. This, for example, has been reported for computer and video games. For this reason we regret that we are unable to accept volunteers who are known to have suffered from epilepsy.

Please turn over for the experiment consent form........
Consent Form

Project: PhD Project – Socially Situated Simian Simulation

To be completed by volunteers. We would like you to read the following questions carefully.

Have you read the information sheet about this study? YES/NO
Have you had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study? YES/NO
Have you received satisfactory answers to all your questions? YES/NO
Have you received enough information about this study? YES/NO
Which investigator have you spoken to about this study?

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study?

- At any time YES/NO
- Without giving a reason for withdrawing YES/NO

Do you agree to take part in this study? YES/NO
Do you agree to be video taped? YES/NO
Do you agree to be audio taped? YES/NO
Do you agree to your heart rate being recorded? YES/NO
Do you agree to your cognitive load being recorded? YES/NO
Do you agree to the data being stored and used in the researcher’s ongoing research? YES/NO
Do you agree to the data being stored indefinitely? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in printed publications? YES/NO

Do you agree to let us make transcripts of your interactions and present them in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use audio fragments involving you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use video frames or photo stills of you in printed publications? YES/NO
Do you agree to let us use the video or photo stills of you in presentations? YES/NO
Do you agree to the audio, video and other data being shared with academic collaborators on the project at University of Salford? YES/NO
Do you agree to completing a personality questionnaire? YES/NO

I certify that I do not have epilepsy.

Signed…………………………………. Date……………………………

Name in block letters………………………………………………...

Investigator……………………………………………………………………...

In case you have any enquiries regarding this study in the future, please contact:

Simon Campion
The Centre for Virtual Environments and Future Media,
THINKLab,
7th Floor Maxwell Building,
University of Salford,
Salford, Greater Manchester, M5 4WT
+44 161 295 2931
Email: s.p.campion@salford.ac.uk
Appendix 7: Ethical Approval for Experiment 2

Academic Audit and Governance Committee
College of Science and Technology Research Ethics Panel (CST)

To: Simon Campion (and Prof David Roberts)
CC: Prof Sunil Vadera, Head of School of CSE
From: Nathalie Audren Howarth, College Research Support Officer

Date: 26 November 2013

Subject: Approval of your Project by CST
Project Title: Socially Situated Simian Simulation

REP References: CST 13/117

Following your responses to the Panel’s queries, based on the information you provided, I can confirm that they have no objections on ethical grounds to your project.

If there are any changes to the project and/or its methodology, please inform the Panel as soon as possible.

Regards,

Nathalie Audren Howarth
College Research Support Officer

For enquiries please contact:
College of Science and Technology
College Research Support Officer
The University of Salford
Manuel building, 5th floor, room 7221
Telephone: 0161 275 3278
Email: n.audren@salford.ac.uk